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In keeping with Imtaufation's policy of ano
nymity, most communicants will be identified 
by the first three digits of their zip codes. 

o I was thoroughly outraged at the news of 
the bombing of our Nation's Capitol by ter
rorists. Just the thought of what might have 
ensued the loss of all those great minds! 

511 

When I was doing graduate work in Ameri
can History at Columbia University I once had 
a class with anthropologist Margaret Mead. In 
a lecture she pontificated: "It has never been 
proven that one race can learn faster than 
another." I raised my hand and asked, "Has 
the reverse of that ever been proven?" I could 
see her wheels grinding, but she finally had to 
confess, "No, not that I know of." 

910 

o The number one problem in our country 
today is that when politicians get into office all 
they want to do is stay there. They no longer 
represent us, but the special interests and 
themselves. They will not, perhaps cannot, 
deal with substantive issues. Too much money 
and too many votes are involved. 

130 

o It is time to petition our minority masters 
for the establishment of Nordic Bantustans on 
the American continent. We might rationally 
argue that the continued satisfaction of minor
ity sexual proclivities can only be achieved by 
protecting the gene pool of that undiluted race 
whose physical characteristics they obviously 
prefer. The alternative, we could say, would 
leave them blond less. At the present rate of 
outflow through the "Minnesota pipeline," 
our best racial elements will surely be gone in 
less than two generations. 
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o As a lifelong isolationist since the first glim
mers of international political awareness at 16 
during the 1932 Far East crisis, I am always 
amused at the efforts to keep the Great Racket 
resulting from the 1945 "victory" working. 
But "Americans" have always gloried in 
meddling in the affairs of Asians and Africans 
whether in the Mediterranean, Caribbean, the 
Pacific or a dozen other places. It all extends 
and increases the scope of the coming debacle, 
even if it takes the latter another generation or 
so to hit. If you want to stay white then get 
your derriere out of nonwhite backyards, is my 
formula. 

809 

o Some years ago I was employed as a chemist 
by a subcontractor for Boeing. After several 
inspection tests had been performed on a new
ly arrived shipment of aluminum from Japan 
and when it was evident that the chemical 
requirements would not be met, I naively is
sued a stop order and had all of the material 
put on "hold." In the twinkling of an eye, I was 
confronted by the higher echelon. The respon
sibility for this manufacturing bind was drop
ped squarely in my lap. The raw material was 
defective, but it was I who was blamed. I was 
showered with a myriad of what appeared to 
be rather weak arguments. Didn't I know this 
material was already in production and that 
some of the fins were ready for shipment? Was 
I trying to put men out of work? Didn't I like 
working there? Was I interested in seeing the 
company suffer thousands of doUars of loss? 
The net conclusion was that I would have to 
rewrite the paperwork so that the test values 
met specifications. I flatly refused. I was posi
tive I would be fired. I wasn't. I was promoted 
to a position where I could no longer be a 
problem to the quality control department. 

045 

o The Navy has announced plans to survey 
the hulk of the U.S.s. Arizona. The divers will 
refrain from actually entering the interior, out 
of respect for the remains of those entrapped. 
Very sensitive, very meticulous. But another 
battleship also went down in Pearl Harbor that 
morning of December 7, 1941. She was the 
decommissioned Utah that had been used as a 
target ship. Its superstructure had been cut off 
to make it look like an aircraft carrier. On the 
day of the Japanese attack it was parked where 
the U.S.S. Enterprise was usually tied. Every 
American carrier and every new battleship 
was out of port; every battleship in port was an 
old one. Both situations were quite anomalous 
for a weekend in peacetime. There was a care
taker crew aboard the Utah, about 140 men. 
Nearly all of them were killed by the Japanese 
planes, whose pilots assumed that a flattop in 
the Enterprise's parking spot was in fact the 
Enterprise·· which at the time of the attack was 
ferrying aircraft to Wake Island, not a particu
larly suitable mission for her, since there were 
other ships which specialized in ferry jobs. To 
commemorate the men killed aboard the Utah 
on the same morning as the widely and com
memorated Arizona victims, there has not 
been one marker, not one wreath, hardly a 
word in the press. 

095 

o It's doubtful that Majority taxpayers could 
make a better investment than Medicaid abor
tion funding; $200 now will probably save 
$200,000 later in welfare and crime costs. 
Those who still harbor a secret, nostalgic hope 
for "responsible conservatism" had best be 
advised to examine how central this "right-to
life" fanaticism is becoming in their overall 
creed. And they often couple this with a "free 
enterprise" support of massive illegal immi
gration, failing to point out (as InstaurJtion has 
repeatedly) the appalling congruence between 
the influx of Third Worlders and the abortion 
of white fetuses. 
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D The short article "Women -- the Social Sex" 
(Oct. 1983) states what appears to be true, 
namely, that women on the whole are less 
independent-minded than men and tend not to 
be supportive of the men who are most inde
pendent. Why should this be? The author 
doesn't really say, except by way of mention
ing hormones and mothering. He doesn't con
nect it up. A different reason is that women 
tend to cluster around the mean more than 
men: they are more naturally conformist. 
Changing this sexual difference is going to be 
very hard, but what can be changed is to in
crease variability by means of stepping up as
sortive mating and encouraging an atmo
sphere not merely tolerant but enthusiastic 
about innovation. Unfortunately, the author 
of the article is more taken to whining than to 
getting at the roots of why our age is far more 
conformist than it needs to be. 

719 

D Every other television commercial nowa
days seems to feature that decrepit old kosher 
buzzard George Burns making innuendo-filled 
remarks and winks while surrounded by a bevy 
of Nordic models and showgirls. 

535 

Recently I sent a copy of Instauration to a 
young Rhodesian who has just moved to Bri
tain. The effect on him was electric. He didn't 
realize it was possible to publish anything like 
that, anywhere. It is a sad reflection that this 
friendly, albeit shocked, reaction is not too 
uncommon among young men who are al
ready half-converted. Older men are much 
more difficult to reach, isolated and walled off 
as they are in their mental armour of half
truths and compromises. 

British subscriber 

D In those TV pictures showing the Israelis 
mourning their dead and the Americans 
mourning theirs, did you notice the difference 
between the howling, wailing, chest-thumping 
Israelis and the quiet, dignified grief shown on 
the faces of the American next-of-kin? 

327 

D Bigoted racists -- most of them are now 
nonwhite -- pump for their own race, regard
less of the facts and consequences. Humani
tarian racists pump for increasing the propor
tion of members of the race that will benefit 
mankind as a whole. 

209 

D Did you notice how the media handled 
Kathy McDonald's stoic demeanor in the face 
of her husband's recent death on Korean air
liner oon She gamely made a try for Repre
sentative larry McDonald's seat in Congress 
just weeks after her husband's death. Through
out her losing campaign she acted with dignity 
and reserve. The media called it "apparent 
coldness" and "stony." On the other hand, 
when Jackie Kennedy conducted herself in ex
actly the same manner after the death of her 
husband, the media deemed her behavior 
"courageous," "brave," "unflinching" and 
"dignified." 

327 

D Where are the media think-pieces or re
visionist essays on the 1960 election? Kennedy 
stole it by stealing the votes of my home state 
of Illinois. With a Nixon victory, we would 
have had neither the liberal, internationalist 
entanglement in Vietnam, nor the civil rights 
movement that culminated in riots and affirm
ative action. Martin luther King would have 
confined himself to his motel room hanky 
panky. Add a Nixon Supreme Court, subtract 
the left-wing, egalitarian momentum of anti
war youth reactions. When Kennedy and Chi
cago Mayor Daley stole those ballot boxes, 
they stole a country. In the long view, the Irish 
Democratic pols must take their place just be
hind the Jews. They are no less guilty than the 
most irresponsible WASP renegades in the 
mongrelization and killing of the Old America. 

721 

D "Who Killed Good Taste" (Instauration, 
Sept. 1983) offered up a brief yet sharp criti
cism of Walt Whitman's democratic visions. 
("I will accept nothing which all cannot have 
on the same terms.") While this criticism is 
surely merited, it is nonetheless very impor
tant to remember that Whitman came of age, 
lived and worked in the twilight of a predomin
antly Anglo-Saxon America, a time which In
stduration is justifiably wont to wax nostalgic 
about, also a time in which Whitman's "demo
cratic vistas" made a great deal more sense 
than they do now. Whitman is currently being 
used as a cultural battering ram by such char
acters as Allen Ginsberg in their emphasis 
upon -- indeed, celebration of -- his homosexu
ality. They are fabricating a trendy 1983 model 
Whitman who's a swishing fairy chasing Puer
to Rican boys in Central Park and on the 
beaches of San Juan when not campaigning for 
"the freeze." In addition, they are using his 
democratic ideals as a smokescreen for the 
continued trashing of American culture. Ma
jority activists must be very careful to differen
tiate between the real Walt Whitman and the 
contemporary revision. 

121 

D The late Chinese martial arts expert and 
movie star Bruce lee was an exceptional man 
in many respects. But there was one area in 
which he was just like every other nonwhite 
male-on-the-make: he had a white wife (and 
two Eurasian children). 

401 

D Re the Twilight Zone movie, which has been 
mentioned from time to time in Instauration: I 
was pleasantly shocked to see the review of 
this movie in the Twilight Zone magazine. Ga
han Wilson declared that the anti-(white) ra
cism segment was 

in its understated way, one of the most 
appalling bits of moral idiocy I've seen 
in some time on the silver screen, for it 
takes as its essential premise the idea 
that it would be a good thingto round up 
those afflicted with racial prejudice and 
antisemitism and send them to Nazi 
death camps. [Director John] Landis 
seems to think that would make one hell 
of an idea. Sorry, John, but no sieg heils 
for you from this fearless reporter. 

302 

D The strong support that Communists and 
Com-symps gave to Harold Washington's 
mayoral victory in Chicago and the fact that 
Washington's strongest opposition came from 
Chicago's white working class should present 
something of a problem to Marxist theoreti
cians. It should but it doesn't. It is simply dis
missed out of hand as "white racism," a cate
gory which absolves the ultraleft of all further 
thought. Consequently, U.S. Marxists have al
most completely committed themselves to ra
cial polarization through their Chicago-style 
abandonment of white workers. Given Amer
ica's racial projections for the next century, 
this may very well prove to be a strategic Red 
masterstroke. However, it could also be disas
trous for the leninistas if white race-con
sciousness -- a far more potent thing than the 
standard Communist claptrap -- can be mobil
ized against them. It is, of course, our task to 
ensure that this is exactly what happens. 

661 

o TV films from the Grenada affair showed 
U.S. paratroopers wearing a new combat hel
met which provides more head and neck pro
tection. The new helmet design is considered 
sufficiently important to warrant editorial 
comment in a local daily. The editor was con- 1 
cerned about it being too German-looking and ; 
therefore a reminder of Hitler. He felt that J 

American troops should have a helmet more 
American in style, possibly d baseball cap de
sign. Apparently there are more import.lOt is
sues than head protection. 

981 

I flunked de math test, not 'cause I 
not be knowin' how to add, subtract, 
multiply or dee-vide, but 'cause it's 

culchully biased. 
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o It occurred to me, what with the all-Jewish With the release of the film, fhe Book of 

line-up (including the judge) of Ariel Sharon's 
upcoming trial in his $50-million libel suit 
against Time, that a nice pre-triallisettlement" 
would be both deductible as an expense to 
Time and a fortuitous way to siphon money to 
Israel all legal-like, so to speak. 

980 

C The 31,000-strong Newspaper Guild has 
formally endorsed Walter Mondale for this 
year's presidential race. This means that a 
great, if not overwhelming, number of the 
news stories about the campaign will be writ
ten by people whose labor union has officially 
come out for one candidate. Does anyone be
lieve that a reporter committed in advance to 
Mondale is going to write a fair and honest 
report about other presidential hopefuls? 

327 

So the editorial page shtetl at the f'ew York 
Tltlle~ labeled the invasion of Grenada lia re
verberating demonstration to the world that 
America has no more respect for laws and 
borders, for the codes of civilization, than the 
Soviet Union." Max Frankel and friends go on 
to call the U.S. "a paranoid bully" and say that 
Reagan's legal justifications were a "sham," 
his concern for the medical students d "pre
text." let's suppose that a gang of neo-Ndzis 
shot West German Chancellor Kohl, took over 
the Bonn government dnd mdde ominous 
noises about the status of German Jews. Do 
you suppose Abe Rosenthal would oppose 
American military intervention on the grounds 
of "international law," and would he call con
cern for the fate of those Jews a "sham" and a 
"pretext"? 

205 

MARV 


It's all right to commemorate 
gay victims of the Holocaust, 
provided they're OUR gays. 

Ddniel, and conspicuous bookstore promo
tional displays of the new paperback of the E.l. 
Doctorow novel of the same name, plus the 
appearance of two new allegedly nonfiction 
accounts of the Rosenberg case, American 
Jewry is apparently cranking up the old prop
aganda machine in a manner reminiscent of 
11-year sunspot cycles. In their book, Invitd
tion to dn Inque~L Walter and Mariam Scheir 
take the familiar line thdt the Rosenbergs were 
not involved in any way with an espionage 
ring. In The Ro~enberg File. Ronald Radosh and 
Joyce Milton admit that all the evidence points 
unmistakably to the Rosenbergs' involvement 
in Soviet espionage. But their involvement was 
not serious enough to warrant their execution. 
In 1962 Edward Moore Kennedy's Republican 
opponent for the Massachusetts Senate seat, 
which Fat Face still holds, said that if Teddy's 
full name was simply Edward Moore, his can
didacy would be d joke. Similarly, if Julius and 
Ethel Rosenberg had been ndmed, say, Bill and 
Ellen T dylor, the case would long since have 
been forgotten. 

303 

What? No Nordic space princesses tlnstau
rdtion, Nov. 1983, p. 21)? You finally have d 
worthwhile Nordic mythology dnd you turn 
your nose up at it. What did we have before? 
Odinism is too primitive; worth keeping for 
certain purposes, such as NASA's uses of the 
ndmes of Greco-Roman gods for so many of its 
projects. Protestant Christianity? Too neurotic 
dnd non-productive. libertarianism? I like $ dS 
much as anybody, but greed is not d construc
tive prime mover. So what philosophy do we 
get from Instaurdtion? Scientific rationdlism. 
After 20-plus years in the business I can tell 
you that scientists are mostly a bunch of creeps 
dnd weirdos. Not as suave as lawyers and jour
nalists, but just as greasy. Science differs from 
other perverted cults in that some of its mdgic 
works. A lot does not, but most scientists, let 
alone lay people, Cdnnot tell the difference, 
because the literature is so drcane and poorly 
written. 

208 

Reports have it that the Birchers are really 
making political and recruiting hay out of Rep. 
larry McDonald's death on that Korean airlin
er. Perhaps Instauration's editor can arrange to 
have his own death at the hands of rioting 
Miami blacks staged in an effort to boost circu
lation. 

654 

o Far be it from me to criticize anything in 
Instauration -- but I must fault you for the cover 
of the September issue. Actually, it was the 
caption under the cover girl photo that caused 
the confusion and prompted this complaint. 
Due to that inexplicit pix caption, how were 
Instaurationists to distinguish which one was 
Margaret "Boasian Bozo" Mead, and which 
the gargoyle? 

826 

o last night I had a spur-of-the-moment talk 
with two female Princeton hippie types -- you 
know the kind. They were standing with me 
waiting for the light to change on Nassau 
Street. I said to them, "That button you're 
wearing tells us to get out of Grenada only. 
What about lebanon?" They told me they 
were also against American troops being in 
lebanon, but they wanted to keep the lid on 
any possible outbreak of anti-Semitism. 

109 

o Wow! What d fantastic (and fantasti<.ally 
insightful!) article, "What's My Problem?" 
(Oct. 1(83). And could it, would it, have ap
peared dnywhere but in In<;tJ!JrJt!onc 

444 

The premature retirement of james WaU 
reminds me of how the entire media have be
come a vast lynch mob on the hunt for even the 
most insignificant racial gdife on the part of 
any Majority public figure. 

[J Zip 300 (Oct. 1983) notes the lad' of ethnic 
identification dmong German AmeriGlns. He 
speculates this is basically good for Maiority 
unity because "when things really get tough, a 
German-Anglo split would be a disaster." 
While such a split will probably never occur 
here, let's not forget that one of the reclsons 
things dre so tough now -- and destined to get 
even tougher is that this century has indeed 
witnessed two "German-Anglo splits." Both 
,vere disdsters, quite possibly iatal ones. 

&06 

I:] Any honest fool can tell you th.H the prob
lems of physical safety and crime in general in 
contemporary American society Me intimate
ly reldted to AmeriCd's racial chaos. To aUack 
crime or women's physical safety without ref
erence to the racial dynamic underlying this 
issue is ridiculous. Yet this is precisely what 
Feminism does. In the world according to 
Steinem, the real enemy is the accursed white 
mdle. Once racism and sexism dre completely 
smashed (i.e., the white male completely 
housebroken), then we can happily face to
wards our bright future of multinational bull 
dykes. Steinem never SdyS that it is precisely 
the decline of the white male which has led to 
the extreme vulnerability of white women to 
minority savagery, instances of which we read 
about every day in our papers. Only the spir
itually castrated hulk that is today's Majority 
male would allow his women and children -
and even himself -- to live in the present .111
pervasive stdte of physical fedr. I feel nothing 
but scorn for these "Take Bdck the Night" and 
"Stop Rape" groups which are overwhelming
ly composed of the same sort of quasi-femdle 
hard leftists who will be out tomorrow howl
ing about racism or EI Salvador. They dre an 
integral part of the very problem they deny. 
And their only solution seems to be .1 bunch of 
lesbians with unshaven legs learning karate in 
order to fight off 250-pound black gorillas. 
Women's -- and men's -- physical safety can 
only be ensured by the re-masculinizing of the 
Majority mdle. 

203 
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o I redd in the FebrudrY 1980 issue where 
Cholly Bilderberger is unhappy with us. He 
feels that the readership of In~tauratioJl does 
nothing but write letters. We don't do any
thing. Cholly chides us for our Chekhovian 
passivity. Well, I can't speak for other people, 
since I don't know what they do or don't do. 
But I accept your remonstration, Cholly. I 
don't do much except instigate whenever pos
sible and exhort and warn and threaten Major
ity members several times a day that if they 
don't wake up, we are in bad, bad trouble. A 
dozen or so times a day I give The Stare to 
minorityites -- The Stare says, You're not get
ting away with anything. Whenever I see a 
Negro trying to force himself on a white girl 
who doesn't want his attentions, I chase him 
back to his part of town. All right, Cholly, I 
stand corrected. I feel chastened. I will under
take to whip my aging body into good material 
condition; and I will do something, what, I 
don't know, but I will do something. When I 
have done that something, I will write again 
and let you know -- assuming I am still able to 
write. 

866 

Both Buckley's career and his books be
come more and more those of the prancing, 
strutting, braying egoist. He's a man whose 
love affair with himself grows more passionate 
each passing day. The singer becomes ever 
more important than the song. 

340 

D In San Francisco and the immediate sur
rounding area, the U.S. representatives are: 
Sala Burton (who won her late husband's seat 
recently), Barbara Boxer, Tom Lantos, Ron 
Dellums and Fortney (Pete) Stark. The first two 
are Jewesses. Lantos survived the Holocaust, 
coming here in 1946, and is a Raoul Wallen
berg freak. Dellums is a coke-sniffing black. 
Stark is a question mark. Where the hell is my 
kind? All are anti-Grenada and silent on Leba
non. Natch. 

941 

The photo of Blunt on the front page of the 
October issue was excellent. It just catches 
him and the kind he represents perfectly. The 
scene could be a cocktail party in which the 
creep has spotted a would-be "recruit" (both 
in the ideological and the sexual sense) and is 
sidling over to him with a nasty glint in his eye 
and revolting thoughts in his head. 

British subscriber 

For a great many centuries the most com
mon advice given to an individual facing seri
ous difficulties was to consult one's minister 
(or priest). Now we hear and read from a thou
sand and one sources that the proper course of 
action is to "go into counseling," which in
cludes nearly everything from psychoanalysis 
to pop-psych group gropes it 1.1 Esalen. "Ther
apy," "counseling" and so on cannot be prop
erly understood unless they are seen in their 
proper historical context -- as an important 
part of the continuing alienization of the West
ern cultural organism. 

141 

[J Media hoopla about the Computer Revolu
tion brings to mind GIGO (Garbage In, Gar
bage Out). All this hyping of "computer lit
eracy" for children and adults rings terribly 
hollow at a time when evidence of a decline in 
plain old-fashioned literacy is all about us. 
Current claims for computers seem to forecast 
some sort of quantum leap of human con
sciousness -- this when "The Jeffersons" places 
consistently in the ranks of the "Ten Most 
Watched" television shows. What difference 
does it make whether the same old media lies 
are punched up on a video display terminal or 
hunt 'n' pecked out on a battered old Under
wood? Computers offer the prospect of im
provements in certain carefully defined areas 
of human knowledge, but to expect anything 
more is just to go down one more dead-end 
street on our ill-fated search for a better world. 

667 

D It is utterly futile to think that homosexual
ity and pornography can ever be effectively 
banned or eliminated. But the homo and skin 
crowd can be driven back to the place they 
occupied until very recently, which was "un
derground." Pornographers should not be al
lowed to assault us at every corner drugstore, 
nor should homosexuals be permitted to adopt 
the saintly guise of yet another sorely ag
grieved minority. That such is their current 
status is the inevitable result of the cultural 
pathology of modern liberalism. 

551 

C Good God, how sick I am of reading these 
memoirs and biographies in which reference is 
made to those Golden Days at City College of 
New York in the 30s when swarms of the Chos
en, "hungry for knowledge," argued philo
sophical fine points "while the dark clouds of 
fascism gathered in Europe." How sick I am of 
hearing about Philip Rahv, Delmore Schwartz, 
Saul Bellow and the "anti-Stalinist" gurus who 
clustered around the Partisan Review back in 
the 40s. After overexposure to this stuff, I'm 
beginning to think that modesty is strictly a 
Majority virtue! 

885 

William Styron's Sophie's Choice is such a 
conspicuously bad book that it may become 
notorious amongst future generations of Ma
jority literary critics as an example of just ex
actly what ailed us. Poorly written, preten
tious, minority-pandering to its very core, and 
almost transcendently false in nearly every re
spect, it seems rather hard to believe that such 
a work was not greeted with a prolonged, 
thunderous and virtually unanimous Bronx 
cheer by the critical establishment But then 
we must consider the composition of the criti
cal establishment. Surely Styron has! 

400 

D I have always greatly liked the song, "My 
Ain Folk" (lnstauratioJl, Oct. 1983), both for its 
melody and its sentiments. In fact, I would not 
be surprised if the words became unlawful in 
this country before long on the grounds that 
they are "racist." 

British subscriber 

D I suppose that even at an early date, when 
the American colonies were quite Nordic, 
New York City had picked up a lot of "strange 
blood." Left to itself, the city would probably 
have gone completely non-Nordic long ago. 
But in each generation it acquires some am
bitious Nordics from the countryside. And the } 
old immigrant stream -- Irish, German and 
Slavic -- has also brought in new Nordics. But 
have any New York City families survived and 
remained Nordic right down through the gen
erations, ever since the 1700s? The answer is 
probably a few when it comes to the insulated 
upper class. But how can middle- and working
class Nordic families endure as Nordics in a 
human environment like New York? They 
can't. The failures go under, and the successes 
have an infinity of chances to "marry up" eco
nomically by "marrying down" racially. And 
so, whatever Mayor Koch and other boosters 
may say to the contrary, the average Nordic in 
a place like Kansas is perfectly justified in re
garding New York City with horror, and in 
dreading the thought of his child moving there. 
Conversely, a New York Jew is justified in re
garding Kansas with horror. The intermarriage 
rate for Jews there is phenomenal. 

212 , __I 
D I recently completed a graduate seminar in 
"South Asian Politics" taught by a professor of 
Majority ancestry. One day he referred to the 
special anguish of the Moslems in India, who 
are now 11 Ck of the population in an over
whelmingly Hindu country, yet who see all 
about them the remnants of the mighty Mo
gul Empire of their ancestors. As a sort of wist
ful, slightly bitter afterthought, the prof sotto 
voce'd, "The same thing has happened to 
my people, only we don't realize it yet." 

244 

Anyone who knows anything about the vari
ous Slavic peoples resident in the U.S. knows 
that, with the exception of those who have 
received a "higher education" and been in
fected with the liberal-minority virus, they 
comprise an overwhelmingly conservative, re
ligious and singularly anti-Communist ethnic 
group. Surely we cannot assume that a mere 
change of location has changed them in some 
fundamental way from their brethren living 
under communism in their homelands. Marx
ism was imposed upon the Slavic Russians, and 
the Soviet Union in turn helped to impose it 
upon the Slavs of Eastern Europe. Left to their 
own devices, the Slavic peoples might well be 
living under an authoritarian government, but 
they would not be living under a Marxist one. 

604 

D Cable TV has a "Nickelodeon" channel de
voted exclusively to children's programs, two 
of which recently caught my eye and ear. One, 
"Mr. Lincoln and Malcolm X," tells our kiddies 
that Lincoln freed the slaves, but, 100 years 
after his assassination, Malcolm X, equally 
great, spoke for black Americans who had 
found freedom, though not equality. The sec
ond program, "Adams and Mao," compared 
Sam Adams who freed the 13 colonies from 
British rule to Mao Tse-tung who "freed a bil
lion people from feudalism." 

491 
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IN PRAISE OF FAIR CHILDREN 

W ith the hormonal onslaught of puberty comes a more 

searchi ng and cri tical regard of one's peers. Young eyes 
w hi h, in some cases, have attended the beauty of mid
w inter ice storms and the ways of the honeybee with rare 
acuity for a decade or more, are fo rc ibly refocused onto a 
narrow ed anthropocentric beam. There is profit in this 
captivi ty but also the potential for great loss. Two South 
African w ri ters, George M aclay and Humphry Kni pe, have 
descr ibed the human male' s adoles ent years as " a series 
of high-voltage dominance ontests." 

The eminent personality psychologist, Raymond B. Cat
tell , believes that the more detached aesthetic and intellec
tual interests are un likely to exert much post-adolescent 
force unl ss they are well established earlier. He sees a 
race between mental development and encroaching hor
mones, one in whi h the hild, the pre-pubescent, is in
deed the " father of the man," as William Wordsworth 
phrased it in " My Heart Leaps Up." 

William Wordsworth 
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Cattell suggests that civi lization may "resort to physio
logical inventions, if it can find them, that w ill delay the 
onset of puberty for a decade, and permit easier sublima
tion at all ages." 

You ng adulthood is the usual stage of human reproduc
tion -- the period to which those of us concerned with 
better reproductive pract ices direct most of ou r attention. 
Nearly all of the books dealing with human bio logi al 
betterment or biological comparison concentrate on indi 
viduals in the prime of life. Most of us have a somewhat 
clearer idea of what a 20-year-old Nordic or Alpine (or 
ectomorph or endomorph) looks like than a 70-year-old or 
a 7-year old . Twenty-year-olds are themselves usually 
more combatively aware of their inbred differences than 
either playful children or oldsters who have belatedly de
cided to hedge their bets and "get right w ith God." Racism 
is often age-l inked, as Byram Campbell has argued in 
American Race Theorists: 

An attempt has been made to convince us that our chil 
dren are wiser than we, and mu h emphasis has been laid 
on the fact that the very young do not d iscrim inate socially. 
Those who care to look deeper into this subject hould note 
that the change in attitude that is usually observed to occur, 
happens at about the ti me of puberty, or when the young 
become potentia l guardians of the future of their race. 

Can entration upon the racial and consti tutional differ
en es of young adults makes evo lut ionary sen e. But it is 
wrong to conclude that human differences at other ages are 
inconsequential. Many a proud young racialist goes 
throu gh a short phase where he supposes (usually implicit
ly) that "old people are just o ld people" and "kids are just 
kids." That sleek young blonde thing, that coarse (and 
profoundly undeserving) Levantine arm around her waist -
they are what the coming racial exp losion is all about! As 
Jose Ortega y Gasset once w rote, "It was not the worker, 
the intellectual, the priest, properly speaking, or the bus
inessman who started the great political proce:,s, but 
youth, preoccupied with women and resolved to fight -
the lover, the warrior, the athlete." 

Perhaps so. But as the hormonal fires begin to subside 
and eyes stray more frequently from the sexual beam, time 
and emotion are once again expended not only on "ice 
storms and honeybees" but also on people both young and 
old. We now come to appreciate the profound differences 
in the faces of the elderly -- faces with character stamped 
on them almost as clearly as race. Even wrinkles become 
beautiful when we realize that it is the finely textured and 
carefully wrought human beings who tend to develop the 
more intricate and revealing wrinkle-patterns, while na
ture's botched jobs tend to die young or age in physiog
nomic concealment. 

Here is some melancholy-inducing advice for Instaura



lion 's cockier young male readers . Take a really close look 
at the elderly ladies in your area. Unless you are in a 
Nord ic-retreat zone like parts of the American South and 
West, you w ill soon discover that the old gals are of an 
altogether finer breed than the young ladies whom you 
have been admiring. I have taken to regularly comparing 
the women of di fferent ages who use my local shopping 
center. Perhaps one-fourth of the women under age 35 are 
nonw hite, another fourth are whites w ith good faces and 
bod ies, and about half can on ly be des ri b d as lumpen
whi tes. Among the women over 60, the bod ies tend to be 
less informati ve. But the faces usual ly reveal a great deal. 
And, over and over and over, I see clear, I ight eyes in neat, 
thoughtfu I-looking faces. Easi Iy more than ha lf of th .. ' .:ier 
women hereabouts look like that. 

I have known several of the neat old Nordic lad ies in this 
area and most had small families: careers and interests 
intruded . Consequently, my study of old fol ks tells me that 
not only is the white race vanishing from the American 
scene, but what's left of it is undergoing a sea change. 

imply by examining my own family, I can grasp a part 
of what is happening. The old Anglo-Saxon stock, often of 
very fine physical texture -- clearly a recessive trait -- is fast 
intermarrying with more plentiful Germans, Irish, Slavs, 
French Canadians and others, and the mixed-ethnic off
spring are taking after the newer white groups, both in 
looks and behavior style. Plenty of Engl ish grandmothers or 
English grandfathers in th is country today have ten or 15 
grandchildren, not one of whom fully reproduces their 
own finer racial type. I know whereof I speak. 

Children can also teach us a lot about race. For several 
yea rs I lived in an all-too-typical inner-city neighborhood 
which was only 20% black, but where 90% of the kids 
were black. (Whites with offspring quickly gravitated to the 
suburbs.) I soon grew accustomed to the insolent harshness 
of most I ittle Negroes, whose voices are often rough and 
scratchy. Then came the unforgettable day when I saw a 
band of real angels playing in the corner park -- everyone 
of them blond-haired, gentle, intelligent, and all producing 
the most wonderful piping sounds. I sat transfixed, almost 
unbelieving, for 20 minutes. Like many white adults in the 
contemporary urban world, I had honestly forgotten how 
"delightsome" -- as the Mormons put it -- my own young 
kin can be. 

This and similar revelations flood my mind when Presi
dent Reagan's covetous critics accuse him of "sacrificing" 
poor, little minority children -- of "blaming" them for their 
misfortune. "Seventy percent of the welfare 'cheats' he is 
ridding us of are little children," is how one editorial put it. 
One wants to cry out with Emerson, "Are they my poor? I 
tell thee, thou foolish philanthropist, that I grudge the 
dollar, the dime, the cent I give to such men as do not 
belong to me and to whom I do not belong." The Nordic 
American is in a real ethical and emotional quandary here. 
He lives in a multiracial setting where his own highly 
responsible breed has done well and produces fewer and 
fewer poor children. The kind of people able to make the 
I ittle angels I watched in the park area are, relatively speak
ing, behavioral angels themselves. 

The ange/-in-need, who called forth some of our an
cestors' most noble and (at the same time) personally satis-

Children 

... and Children 

fying traits, has almost sunk from view. Now we must 
choose between well-cared-for (often too-well-cared fo r) 
angels and braying ghetto-brats. If we choose the first, we 
are nasty old Scrooges like Reagan. But if we choo e the 
latter, we are giving the "wicked dollar" which Emer on 
warned would redound against the hypocritical giver. One 
looks back almost enviously at an immortal lover of ne
glected waifs like Hans Christian Andersen. What beauti ful 
sentiment overflows a work I ike "The Little Match-Girl"! 
And what beautiful neglected children called forth that 
sentiment: 

It was very cold, the snow fell, and it was almost quite 
dark; for it was evening -- yes, the last evening of the year. 
Amid the cold and the darkness, a poor little girl, with bare 
head and naked feet, was roaming through the streets. It is 
true she had a pair of slippers when she left home, but they 
were not of much use. They were very large slippers; so 
large, indeed, that they had hitherto been used by her 
mother; besides, the little creature lost them as she hurried 
across the street, to avoid two carriages that were driving 
very quickly past. One of the slippers was not to be found, 
and the other was pounced upon by a boy who ran away 
with it, saying that it would serve for a cradle when he 
should have children of his own. So the little girl went 
along, with her little bare feet that were red and blue with 
cold. She carried a number of matches in an old apron, and 
she held a bundle of them in her hand. Nobody had bought 
anything from her the whole livelong day; nobody had 
even given her a penny. 

Shivering with cold and hunger, she crept along a perfect 
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picture of misery -- poor little thing! The snow-flakes cov
ered her long flaxen hair, which hung in pretty curls round 
her throat; but she heeded them not now. Lights were 
streaming from all the windows, and there was a savory 
smell of roast goose; for it was New Year's Eve. And this she 
did heed. 

The entire simple, tragic tale fills barely two pages in a 
normal book, yet it triggers more genuine emotion in this 
reader's breast than all the appeals for starving African 
infants he ever saw on television. When the latter do make 
an emotional dent, a little introspection shows that it is 
mostly forced and insincere. If th is proves that I am "mor
ally bankrupt" -- perhaps even the bearer of "defective 
racist genes" -- then so be it. I simply have had too many 
captivating encounters with creatures like Andersen's little 
match-girl, and too much bleak experience with braying 
ghetto-brats, to feel otherwise. 

I don't expect black people to feel the way I do, but if 
they want fewer LMGs in the world, and more BGBs, let 
them pay the price, and let them steer clear of people with 
my tastes. I resent having unelected (and tasteless) do
gooders steal billions of dollars from the white nations 
every year in order to support the world's exploding black 
and brown popu lations. If that money cou Id be conveyed 
to the world's poor but biologically sound white elements 
-- who now go almost childless (even in deepest Appala

hia, whites are now below Zero Population Growth) -- the 
Earth w ou ld become altogether brighter and more upbeat. 

Al l praises to th worthy white children of ou r founder
ing planet! Our generation ha heard so much pra ise for 
individual adu lts - for self-centered male and female 
achievers, for vo luptuous (but h ildle"s) "playmates" and 
for skinny (and equally hildless) high-fash ion models. 
Th re is always prai se for the individual Nard i who trades 
in his ra ial qualities fo r personal advancement - neverfor 
the fam i Iy unit w hi h sa rif ices the present for the future, 
n ver for the child, w hose qua li ti s are I tent. We are 
l iv ing off our be t biologi cal capit I, just as the Greek and 
Romans did in their hour of decl ine. 

AJI prai e" to w orthy w hite children. If we despa ir of the 
fu tu r , it is simply be au we ee so few of them around. If 
he au ld rematerialize for a few days, Harriet Beecher 

5t w e, who probably d id as much to in ju re the Nordic race 
a any person in history (by egging wh ites into the Civil 
War with her agitprop masterpiec , Uncle Tom's Cabin), 
would probably be the first to note the scarcity of Little 
Evas, as proved by the following passage from her war
mongering clas. ic: 

Her form was the perfe tion of childish beauty, without 
its usual chubbiness and squareness of outline. There was 
about it an undulating and aerial grace such as one might 
dream of for some mythic and allegorical being. Her face 
was remarkable, less for its perfed beauty of feature than for 
a Singular and dreamy earnestness of expression, which 
made the ideal start when they looked at her, and by which 
the dullest and most literal were impressed, without exactly 
knowing why. The shape of her head and the turn of her 
neck and bust were particu larly noble, and the long, gold
en-brown hair that floated like a cloud around it, the deep, 
spiritual gravity of her violet blue eyes, shaded by heavy 
fringes of golden brown, -- all marked her out from other 
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children, and made every one turn and look after her, as she 
glided hither and thither on the boat .... She was always in 
motion, always with half a smile on her rosy mouth, flyi ng 
hither and thither, with an undulating and cloud- like tread, 
singing to herself as she moved, as in a happy dream.... 
Always dressed in white, she seemed to move like ashadow 
through all sorts of places, without contracting spot or stain; 
and there was not a corner or nook, above or below, where 
those fairy footsteps had not glided, and that visionary 
golden head, with its deep blue eyes, fleeted along . ... 

A thousand times a day rough voices blessed her, and 
sm iles of unwonted softness stole over hard faces as she 
passed; and when she tripped fearlessly over dangerous 
places, rough, sooty hands were stretched involuntarily out 
to save her and smooth her path. 

Tom, who had the soft, impressi ble nature of his kindly 
race, ever yearning towards the simple and chi ld- like, 
watched the little creature with daily increasing interest. To 
him she seemed something almost divine; and whenever 
her golden head and deep blue eyes peered out upon him 
from behind some dusky cotton-bale, or looked down upon 
him over some ridge of packages, he half believed he aw 
one of the angels stepped out of the New T estam nt. 

A young man in the 1850s might have read this ( r 
similar descriptions in other classics) and been inspir d to 
make some Little Evas of his own. He might even have 
known a Little Eva or two. (I have had the rare fortune of 
knowing one. Harriet Stowe did not exaggerate.) Hi cou n
terpart in the 1980s wou Id more likely read Pla yb y or one 
of its spinoffs. Putting little blonde angels beside the ir 
mothers in Pla yboy wou Id scare off at least half the reader
ship. 

Not Playboy's kind of picture 

Little Eva was "always in motion ... flying hither and 
thither ... as if in a happy dream." Wordsworth the man 
could still recall something of this dream-like state. The 
elusive recollection was his most treasured possession: 

There was J tim when m Jdow, gr 

TI1 rth, and ver comrn n ~ ight, 


To me did eem 

Appar II d in el tia lligh t, 


TI e glory and the tr 'hn ~s 0 a dr am. 

It is not now a it hdth been of yor 


Turn wheresoe' r I may, 



By night or day, 
The things which I have seen I now can see no more. 

So begins "Ode on Intimations of Immortality from Recol
lections of Early Childhood." Its theme has suffered a 
singular neglect, particularly in our own time. 

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting: 

The Soul that rises with us, our life's Star, 


Hath had elsewhere its setting, 

And cometh from afar: 


Not in entire forgetfulness, 

And not in utter nakedness, 


But trailing clouds of glory do we come 
From God, who is our home: 


Heaven lies about us in our infancy! 

Shades of the prison-house begin to close 


Upon the growing Boy, 

But he beholds the light, and whence it flows, 


He sees in it his joy; 

The youth, who dai Iy farther from the east 


Must travel, still is Nature's priest, 

And by the vision splendid 

Is on his way attended; 


At length the man perceives it die away, 

And fade into the light of common day. 


But for those first affections, 

Those shadowy recollections, 


Which, be they what they may, 

Are yet the fountain-light of all our day, 

Are yet a master-light of all our seeing; 


Uphold us, cherish, and have power to make 

Our noisy years seem moments in the being 

Of the eternal Silence: truths that wake, 


To perish never; 

Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeavour, 


Nor Man nor Boy, 

Nor all that is at enmity with joy, 

Can utterly abolish or destroy! 


Hence, in a season of calm weather 

Though inland far we be, 


Ou r sou Is have sight of that immortal sea 

Which brought us hither; 


Can in a moment travel thither, 

And see the children sport upon the shore, 

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore. 


To prize this poem, one need not accept Wordsworth's 
metaphysics, his conviction that the "celestial light" 
which bathes an ideal childhood proves its nearness to a 
transcendent Heaven. It shou Id suffice that the poet comes 
closer to re-experiencing childhood's "hour of splendour 
in the grass" (a phrase appropriated by Elia Kazan for the 
hormonal years) than anyone else and, no less remarkably, 
has uniquely expressed that 

Strength in what remains behind, 

In the primal sympathy 

Which having been must ever be. 


Wordsworth, the adult genius, rendered constant hom
age to his "father" in the truest sense, his own younger self. 
He knew that everything he was depended as much on 
things which that earlier self had experienced as on the 

present: "Thou, whose exterior semblance doth belie / Thy 
soul's immensity; / Thou best philosopher ...." 

Once, only once, I had the fortune of meeting a perfect 
little philosopher beside a sluggish Midwestern stream. He 
looked a lot like young Wordsworth must have looked. We 
talked about tadpoles and rock-skimming, but I sensed that 
our words were mostly dross for him as they were for me-
a backdrop to the intuitive nature study which engaged 
most of him and still included me. Clues in abundance -- a 
look in his eyes, a tone of voice, a gesture or posture -
informed me that, having once been this seven- or eight
year-old boy, he could not avoid becoming a remarkable 
man. Not a famous man, perhaps, and surely not a flashy 
one, but a man quietly and closely attuned to something 
very precious -- the golden commodity known as reality. 

* * * 
Now our entire race has reached the impasse of the last 

Romans, whose "reluctance to bring children into a dark
ening world increased steadily," as the Swiss historian 
Amaury de Riencourt has put it. We have too often mistak
en the braying ghetto-brat for the cheerful little philoso
pher, and confused Gary Coleman with Shirley Temple. 
The angel-makers among us have taken fright at al ien seed. 

Unless we start making angels again soon, lots of them, 
the fate of Wordsworth's aging individual will be the fate of 
a doddering race. Then we will ask collectively: 

Whither is fled the visionary gleam? 
Where is it now, the glory and the dream? 

Ponderable Quotes 

We hold these truths to be now evident: that all men are 
created different, that they are endowed by the genetic process 
with certain inalienable characteristics, and that among these 
are to be numbered life, a certain physical and psychological 
autonomy, and a propensity to pursue pleasure and shun pain. 

H.C. Allen, 
professor of American Studies 
at the University of East Angl ia 

Racial strength is vital. If the white race is ever seriously 
threatened, it may then be time for us to take our part in its 
protection, to fight side by side with the English, French and 
Germans but not with one against the other for our mutual 
destruction. 

Charles Lindbergh, Jr. 
October 19, 1939 

For more than a hundred years, the English gentleman has 
i presented the world with a picture that was admired and 

respected even when it was envied or disliked. At the worst 
I hour of British fortunes in India, after the disastrous retreat from 

Kabu I of 1844, a scribbled promise to pay, with the signature of 
a British officer who lay, dirty and infested with lice, in an 
Afghan jail, was good for cash in silver in the bazaar. In the 
Spanish-speaking countries of the New World, not only did 
hara ingles mean "punctual," butpalabra ingles meant "true." 

Philip Mason 
The English Gentleman 
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TH E LATEST IN HERO-STRIPPING 

When you w ant t degrade a ra e, go after iL heroe ·. 

And that i exa tly what th y h ve be n doing very effi 
ciently in thi affirm tive-action pack d age, J _ Instaur.. 
ti n has oft n noted . When it mes to astr naUls the 
att k come in _purt , intertw ined oc as iona lly With' me
d ia (avera e of pace shuttle and re entl y a H Il ywood 

pic. huck Y ager, w ho m y be properly II d one of the 
two Co lumbu e o f sp ce, i tem p ra rily b k in favor. 
(The other oillmbus, N i l Arm trang, the first man on th 
moon, has Iready been al l but f rg tt n, indi fferen e 
b ing as effect ive a ou tr igh t li bel in putting t rgets of the 
Jnt i-heroic coal ition in th i r pi e. ) 

A rmstron landed on th moon w ith ne othe r stro
nau t, but Yeag r wa- up th re all alan in the w ild bl ue 
yonder w hen he cra k d th -ound barr ier, a feat w hich 
.)m egghead said cou ld n ver be omplished in one 
p iece. W il l another Yeager one day cra k Ein tein's "un
era kab le" v 10 ity of Iight barrier?) At any rate, Yeager 
amass o m belat d recogniti n in Tom Wolfe' s book, 
Th Right Stuff, and m re r ntly in the film of the same 
name, w hich su eeded in turning him into more of an 
ersa tz Hollywood owboy thdn a hero. T find what the 
an ti -M aj rity rowd r al ly th in k of Yeager, w e need to 
r Jd the arti I ,"Fearle n _s" (p .y ho log T()da I ept. 
1982). Li -ten t this cho i m r~el: 

The right stuff i h rd to hand le nd can a ily be orne 
the w rong stu ff. For every re latively fearless ch ild who 

The rt l -Ie i i Ilu trated wi th side-by-sid photos of 
hu k Y ag r, G org Willig, a headl ine-hu nt ing sky-
rap r limb r, Ted Bundy nd Gary i lmore, two con

v i ·ted m urderer, Larry Wa lters, a nu tty b Iloon ist, and a 
Fren h ti ghtrope w alker. Not very e It d camp ny fo r 
Chu kY ger, but the photos were w 1/ cho en to illu 
tr t the author's poi nt -- namely, lh re i v ry little if ny 
di tference b twe n crackpo ts, murderer · and th world' · 
grea t t test p ilot. As the artic l tates, " If Chu k Yeag r 
h d been raised by sl ightly different parents, he might have 
b com con man . ... " 

Author George Lykkens doe n' t ' top there. "I n hart, my 
th si - i that the hero and the psychopath are twigs from th 
' ame branch ." A a psychopath, Yeag r i "fundament Ily 
unr liablewitha remarkabled i regardf rtruth,and eems. 
In apab le of rea l I ve": 

His an ti- ' iel l beha ior often ppears t be inad qu tely 
motivated, he tak 5 n edle 5 ri ks and shows an ind iffer
en -e t pun ishment by fai ling to learn trom unpl :> .ant 

xp ri nc . He lack the c pity for genu in r m r e or 
ham , often rationaliz in hi b havior or bl ming other . 

He has a cifi loss 01 in" ighl -- that is, an inabili ty (0 

apprec iate how oth r~ i I dbout him or to fa res e how they 
will react to his outrageo 5 onduct. And, In perhap three 
cases out of fou r, "he" is male. 

Chuck Yeager and the X-l supersonic research plane 
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What damns Yeager and other psychopaths, Lykkens 
continues, and puts them all in the same ominous social 
basket, is that they were born with a high genetic quota of 
fearlessness. 

So that take care of Yeager. He is not a great man at all. 
He just happ ned to be blessed (or rather cursed) with a 
ertai n k ind f gene dnd to have parents who omehow or 

other prot t d him from goi ng off the deep end and 
end ing up on d ath row. The problem h re is that we 
al w a h ar about what the Lykk ns th ink of the eagers 
and w hdt other psychologists and shamans think of other 
M ajority heroes, but we nev r hear what the Yeagers think 
of the Lykkenses. 

The minority att ck on Majority heroe (we say mi nority 
b eau ' , although we don' t know Lykkens's bac ground, 
we do know that the editorial control of P~ ychology Toda y 
i almost entirel y in the hands of Jews) is not restricted to 
m n. M ajority hero i r1(~s also come under the gun of the 
50 -i I sc i ntists and the media o llaborators. The San Jose 
M f> rcury New . (Aug. 28, 1982) informs us that B tsy Ross, 
long celebrated for making the fi rst American flag, prob
abl y didn't. She did ma flag for the ity government of 
Phil adelph ia, but that is al l the press reports of her day 
really prov . And to put Betsy more firml y in her non-

place, the story indulg ~ in b it of not-50-sl y i lipenden y. 
Betsy, we are told, w as a Quak r w ho lop d w ith an 
Episcopal ian when . he wa 2 1 nd W d S th r f re com
municat d from the Soc iety f Friend . Sh I<Her nt 
through tw o (r peat two) m r hu ::,bands, an I how sh 
d ispo 'ed f all th re is left t the r ad r' imagination . 

Schoo l k ids u d to learn , befor th to LL o f their hi 
tory bo k ' wa shift d irom their own count ry to Africa '- nd 
I~ r <. I, tha t Georg W a hingt n vis it d B t In her sm 1\ 
Phi/ad Iph ia home, w her sh h d ga in d J repu tat ion ..1 ' a 
first- la -- ~ l mstre , h wed h r a ket hfor aprop ed 
fla g and a-ked h r t turn ut fin; "h d pr duct. Betsy 
agre d to tak n the job, but not unle s he could mdk a 
f w cru cial rev i..;i n -. Her w nt r a part f Am riean 
hi -to ry that i ' news to us. Th de ign W,lshingt n "hawed 
Betsy called f r a squar fld w ith ~ ix-po in t 1st r , Betsy 
-hdnged it in to a re t ngu Ie r flag ith (iv -pu intt.'c/ 'tJrs -
an al t ra ti n fo r w h i h w shou Id b et rna ll rdt tu I. But 
m yb that highl symbo li c. han 7€ has am thi ng to do 
with the pr 'ent ttempt to ut h r own . 

The 1 rcury w ouldn't en I w ith ut on more dig. 
Betsy mployed young hildr n in her sewi ng bu ~in e~~. 

Aha, she w a - n xp loi t r of chi Id I bo r ~ 

Which One Is Davy? 
Any de otee of Oa Crockett who visits the A lamo would be h eked to dis ov r th t on sale th re 

are two di tinctl y d ifferent portraits of him. O ne (below left) makes him look like a mestizo . O ne (be low 
cent r) endows him with a Nordic countenance. When we looked Oa y up in som biographica l 
references, all we could find was that he was a " ;ine figure of a m n il w ith a 'Iruddy" comp lexion . 
Rudd ine s and fin figu re don ' t exactly go with the u ua l de cription o f the Spanish-Indian hybrid . 
Neither do the light eyes giv n h im by the engraving of contemporary portra it by .5. Osgo d (below 
right). It's more than ironi , indeed it 's somewhat da tardly, that some present-day affirmative action 
advo ates are trying to make Oa y r sembi the very people he g ve up his l i fe fighting ga;nst in 1836. 
Before he died at the Alamo, Davy, an almost legendary frontiersman and Indian fighter, served thr e 
terms in Congress . 

The Mestizo Crockett The Nordic Crockett The real Crockett? 
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THEIR HISTORY AND OURS 

The tactic of reducing the study of historical events to the 

level of petty morality plays will now be officially im
plemented in New York State school systems. The New 
York Times (April 18, 1983) tells us: 

The New York proposals wou Id organ ize the study of the 
world in the 9th and 10th grades under six topics or con
cepts ecology, human needs, human rights, cultural in
teraction, the global system of economic interdependence, 
and the future. 

The Times continues: 

Not only wou Id the proposed curriculum play down the 
historical approach, but it would also require that Africa, 
the Middle East, Latin America and China be covered in the 
9th grade, and that Japan, Western Europe, and the Soviet 
Union be covered in the 10th grade. American history 
would be reduced from two semesters to one and would 
cover politics, the role of immigrant groups and foreign 
policy. 

Fortunately, not everyone is jumping on the anti-history 
bandwagon. Jami I Zainaldin, deputy director of the Ameri
can Historical Association, half-heartedly responded by 
saying: "There are some interesting and good parts to the 
curriculum proposal, but it is disturbing from a historian's 
point of view because the pure historical approach would 
be dropped by the wayside." Mr. Zainaldin evidently has 
not yet been completely "sensitized" to the objectives of 
the social engineers who masquerade as educators, and to 
whom the "pure historical approach" ranks very low on a 
scale dominated by programs of antiwhite behavioral 
modification. Mr. Zainaldin was not alone in his concern, 
however. Hazel Herzberg, a professor of history and edu
cation at Columbia University, is concerned that without 
chronological order, "the [Soviet] purge trials of the 1930s 
wou Id be taught before the revolutions of 1905 and 1917." 

What purpose can the denigration of objective historical 
study serve? Aren't those who currently manipulate public 
opinion through a virtual media monopoly confident that 
their techniques will retain their effectiveness well into the 
21 st century? Could it be that they detect the remote possi
bi lity that the factually oriented "Information Age" might 
come up with new problems, as well as new opportunities? 
Are those who have so long sought to undermine Majority 
religious structures through feigned appeals to science 
beginning to worry that a society attuned to the scientific 
method wi II eventually employ that method in the study of 
history? Might not this process seem even more dangerous 
than an occasional outbreak of rei igious zealotry? 

Some degree of insight might be gained into this situa
tion by consulting that section of Raphael Patai's Jewish 
Mind subtitled, "Why No Science?", which discusses the 
conspicuous absence of Jews in the areas of mathematics, 

physics and astronomy in the Hellenistic world. 
It is tempting to specu late on the possible reasons for the 

paucity of Jews in the domain of the sciences and linguist
ics at a time when they participated so fully in literature, 
historiography and philosophy. Apparently the Hellenistic 
Jewish intellectuals were attracted only to those fields of 
Greek cultural activity in which their works could be used 
for demonstrating, upholding and arguing Jewish excel
lence. They tried their hand at the epic and the drama, 
because in these fields they could, as they actually did, 
write about great Jewish historical figures in epic and dra
matic form. They wrote books of history because they 
could, and did, give inspiring accounts of the Jewish past. 
And they produced volumes of philosophy which they 
used as vehicles for convincing the Hellenistic world of the 
unique values of Jewish monotheism, morality and law. By 
the same token, they were not attracted to the sciences and 
linguistics, because any contribution they could have 
made to them, while it might have advanced the discipline 
in question, would not have served the Jewish cause, the 
one overriding purpose to which they were committed. 
Patai summarizes, "As far as we know, there is not a single 
work left behind by the Jewish Hellenists which was not 
fi lied by a Jewish content, not motivated by a Jewish con
viction, not intended to be 'good for the Jews.' " 

In our own era, almost four decades after the end of 
World War II, the court historians have grown weary of 
parroting the approved versions of past events. There even 
emerge, here and there, individual historians with no de
sire to compile additional establishment-sponsored hagi
ographies and demonologies. As frightening as it may 
seem to some, these individuals may not have taken the 
sacred oath to honor the sacrosanct standard of modern 
scholarship, namely, "ls it good for the Jews?" If the truth
ward trend continues, history in a thousand years or so may 
actually become something other than a device for polish
ing the Jewish image. 

As the social significance of the biological discoveries of 
the past century was perceived, anthropology, under the 
gu idance of Franz Boas, joined history in an academic field 
day of Jewish tinkering. The approach to both disciplines 
became one of moralistic speculation rather than rational 
inquiry. This phenomena is currently manifested by self
appointed moral arbiter Jeremy Rifkin in his book Algeny, 
which attempts to impede the advances in genetic en
gi neering by depicting it as a potential threat to his devout
Iy-to-be-wished-for pluralistic society. Also, one cannot 
overlook the substantial contribution of Steven Spielberg 
to the prevai I ing sentimental and escapist attitudes so 
symptomatic of cultural decay. It is he who has beguiled us 
so dazzingly with close encounters with an alien messiah
figure, poltergeists and an animated lost ark all appro
priate accouterments for "emotional history," 

The epitome of this species of history may be found in 
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Ronald Reagan's remarks at a recent Holocaust "happen
ing" in Washington, D.C. Echoing the dean of Six Million 
histrionics, Elie Wiesel, in his vigilant opposition to "de
sacralizing the Holocaust" by allowing it to become a 
topic for scholarly debate, Reagan's pontification included 
the solemn vow to "see to it that the immeasurable pain of 
the Holocaust is not dehumanized, that it is not examined 
clinically and dispassionately, that its significance is 
not lost on this generation or any future generation." 
Such an official promulgation of historiographic guide
lines not only fundamentally belies Reagan's ostensible 
concern for improving America's academic perfor
mance, but also, and more importantly, indicates the 
extent of the current attempt to reduce history to ir
relevancy. 

As greater strides are made in those areas of history and 
biology which impinge on the sociopolitical status of the 
Majority, we must be constantly aware of the threat of the 
new emotionalism and its associated moralistic reduction
ism. A renewed emphasis must be placed upon the study of 
logic and the scientific method. Above all, our epistemo
logical processes must remain free of obsolete and destruc
tive alien taboos disguised as ethics or morality, and ad
ministered by our unfriendly enemies. 

This means that we must turn a stone-deaf ear to all 
appeals to any "universal moral system." Our Golden Rule 
must become: "Do unto others as they would do unto 
you," and the primary criterion for all our actions must no 
longer be, "Is it right for them?" but "Is it right for us?" 

Never had there been the likes of it. It 
was a nuclear alert, just as much of an alert 
as if it had been the real thing. For days all 
the mass-circulation mags and papers 
were fu II of it. Even the rival networks kept 
talking it up. The result was that ABC's 
The Day After was seen by almost three
quarters of the nation's viewers, or so we 
were told. 

And in all the print, all the babble of 
panelists, all the scare stories, both before 
and after, practically no one bothered to 
mention that the show from an artistic or 
entertainment standpoint compared un
favorably with the lowest-rated soap opera 
on daytime TV. It was an infinite bore. 
High-school-Ievel acting, cliches instead 
of dialogue, wooden directing nothing 
except a few minutes of special effects. Yet 
The Day After probably received more 
publicity than any dramatic production in 
history. 

How come? Well, it fitted in perfectly 
with the liberal anti-nuke line at exactly 
the timethe arrival of Pershing II missiles in 
Britain was riling up the Soviet Union and 
the peaceniks in Western Europe. The TV 
moguls may not know anything about art, 
in fact they have revealed themselves to be 
solidly anti-art, but they sure know their 
way around the propaganda jungle. 

As drama, The Day After couldn't have 
been worse. And for that reason it will 
probably have little lasting effect on the 
millions of minds it hoped to lure into the 
immobilizing ice house of the nuclear 
freeze. The agitprop will now have to be 
turned back to the TV evening news, 
which does a much more effective job of 
mind twisting. 

It's hard to sell lie after lie after lie even 
when wrapped in multimillion-dollar 
packages. (Einstein was quoted in The Day 
After as being against nuclear war, though 

Superhype 

his famous letter to President Roosevelt 
triggered the world's first atomic bomb 
program.) It's easy to be a pacifist on the 
homefront; not so easy in enemy territory. 
We may be sure Russians will never be' 
permitted to see The Day After, and we 
will never be permitted to see a docu
drama praising High Frontier, the highly 
technological Star Wars defense, still on 
the drawing board, that might nip any Rus
sian nuclear attack in the bud (see page 
31). But High Frontier is unthinkable to the 
people who run American TV, people 
who in a cultural sense have already done 
more damage to their country of residence 
than a hundred H-bombs. Just a few weeks 
before The Day After, one network put on 
a show that attempted to rehabilitate the 
Rosenbergs, the Jewish mom-and-pop 
spies who gave our atomic secrets to Rus
sia. They deify Einstein, the promoter of 
A-bombs, and praise the Rosenbergs with 
faint damns, and then they come out with 
a doctored drama that beats the drums for 
unilateral disarmament. 

It just doesn't compute. 
On second thought, it computes very 

well when you consider the mind sets of 

the people in charge. All the inconsistency 
fades away when we face the facts and 
define the liberal-minority establishment 
as the enemy, just as much of an enemy as 
the aging racketeers in the Kremlin. What 
does an enemy do? He softens us up with 
pacifist propaganda. He puts the fear of 
God in us by threatening us with Arma
geddon. He sows discord among us by 
subverting our leaders. 

Of course, there is nothing new about 
all this. The Day After is only the most 
recent attempt to disarm and demoralize 
us. The same gang who put on The Day 
After (Nicholas Meyer, director; Joseph 
Papasian, producer; Leonard Goldenson, 
ABC chairman) belong to, are associated 
with, or are descended from the same gang 
which back in the late 40s publicly urged 
the U.S. to share its bomb-building know
how and facilities with the U.S.S.R. 

And the record shows that th is gang is 
only anti-nuclear in fits and starts. It will be 
screaming for nuclear war when Arab 
troops (in five years or .50 years) reach the 
outskirts of Tel Aviv. The anti-nuclear 
stance is merely a pose. What the gang is 
really anti is us. 

U nponderable Quote 
Why not give serious thought to telling Israel to go ahead and occupy Damascus? ... And 

then why not let Israel dictate the terms to Hussein fof Jordan]? That's right: tell him what to 
do. Clearly we have a moral interest in right conduct, in fairness, in humane policies, and we 
should exert all our influence to see to it that such policies are pursued. Butwhy not say to our 
friends in the area: Okay, okay. God knows we tried. Now we're going to let Israel run the 
show, and back Israel to the hilt. We must assume thatthe Soviet Union will not make a world 
war out of this, because the Soviet Union does not want a world war. Is that clear enough? 

William F. Buckley Jr. 

National Review (june 10, 1983) 
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Philadelphia Politics 

Last month Instauration ran an article, 

"Mayors and Mayors," which endeavored 
to sum up the most important of the may
oral elections of 1983. In what follows, a 
Philadelphia Instaurationist gives us a 
more detailed rundown of the electoral 
hanky-panky that took place in the may
or's race In the City of Brotherly Love. 

In the Democratic mayoral primary be
tween Goode, a black, and Rizzo, "The 
Great White Hope," the latter was beauti
fully manipulated by a racial coterie that 
played him like a puppet on strings. His 
campaign manager, his finance director, 
and almost everyone of his closest cam
paign associates were Jews. It was they 
who advised him to run as a Democrat 
rather than a Republican in the general 
election, although he could easily have 
won the Republican primary with reregis
trations of Rizzo Democrats, since the 
number of registered Republicans is min
uscule, 100,000 or so. With Negroes and 
Puerto Ricans comprising almost half of 
the Democrats registered and with liberal 
white Democrats solidly against him, it 
was obvious Rizzo stood no chance of 
winning the Democratic primary. Had he 
run as a Republican he could either have 
beaten Goode or come very close to doing 
so. Those who told him that he could cap

tu re enough Negro votes to wi n the Demo
cratic primary couldn't have given him 
worse advice, particularly after the Chi
cago mayoral election (Rizzo endorsed 
Epton), where there had been a lower per
centage of liberal whites, more white sol
idarity and a more threatening Negro can
didate than the bland Goode. 

When the primary campaign got under
way, any time Rizzo began to focus on 
what the liberals call "polarizing issues," 
his coterie intervened immediately and 
put on the gag. The expected happened; 
Rizzo was trounced. About 20lJi: of the 
white votes (mostly Jewish) went to 
Goode, although Rizzo had wooed the 
Jews more than any other bloc. He got the 
same treatment Chicago Jews gave the 
Jewish Epton when they voted for Wash
ington. After the primary, Rizzo was in
duced to endorse Goode, though one of 
hiS campaign people swore up and down 
to me on the phone that Rizzo would 
never endorse a "nigger." Rizzo was per
suaded to make the endorsement by the 
argument that he would now become the 
"elder statesman" of the Democratic Party 
in Philadelphia -- a Democratic Party now 
controlled by blacks. That's how dumb he 
is. He tried to do a "George Wallace" 
electoral somersault, but fell flat on his 
face. 

In the general election Goode was pit
ted against John Egan, the millionaire lib
eral ex-Democratic crony of the liberal 
Democratic incumbent, Mayor Green. 
The Republican boss of the city, Meehan, 
convinced Egan to reregister as a Republi
can, and he won the GOP primary. The 
third candidate ran as an Independent. He 
was Thomas Leonard, a Democrat who 
had at one time been associated with Riz
zo, but who moved left to campaign as a 
liberal, as did Egan. These two, like most 
American white politicians, couldn't give 
a damn if they split the white vote and 
thereby elected a black. 

People say that Goode would have won 
anyway, because he got 549c of the vote, 
Egan got 399c and Leonard 7lJi:. But that 
isn't the whole story. A number of former 
Rizzo supporters simply stayed home, see
ing nothing to vote for between a Negro 
and two white liberals. If it had been a 
two-man race between Goode and Rizzo, 
the latter might possibly have won. The 
blacks tu rned out on general election day 
in a greater percentage than whites. If Riz
zo had been running, the whites, who rep
resent 60% of Philly's registered voters, 
might have voted in considerably greater 
numbers. 

The Bigger Coverup 

If anyone knows how the media work, it 

is Jack Anderson, the pundit inducted into 
the columnist trade by the venomous 
Drew Pearson, who, despite his British 
looks and aristocratic ways, was the 
grandson of a Midwestern Jewish dentist. 

After discussing the almost scandal of 
Briefgate, the alleged pilfering of Carter 
campaign papers by Reagan supporters, 
Anderson said his media associates had 
shown their double standards by deliber
ately downplaying a Cartergate which was 
more of a scam than Watergate itself. An
derson referred to the $10 mi" ion offered 
to some members of Carter's inner circle if 
they cou Id "fix" or "quash" federal 
charges against supercrook Robert Vesco. 
Carter himself placed the telephone call 
that Vesco demanded as part of the bar
gain and even ordered the attorney gen
eral, at that time Griffin Bell, to see one of 
Vesco's men. The president Anderson 

charges,also coveniently forgot to notify 
the Justice Department of the bri be offer. 
(This is not the first time, either. When he 
was governor of Georgia, Carter declared, 
a state legislator tried to bribe him. But he 
never bothered to report the incident at the 
time.) 

A federal grand jury was determined to 
indict some of the people involved in Ves
co's bribery attempt but the attorney gen
eral's office refused to prosecute. The 
grand jury in a letter to a judge forthrightly 
accused Carter's Justice Department cron
ies of "manipulation," "duplicity" and 
"coverup." Despite all this, the media, 
which went bananas over a Republican 
Watergate, simply were not interested in a 
Democratic Cartergate. 

The burglary attempt at Watergate was 
small potatoes compared to this, said An
derson, who added that "Briefgate" or 
"Debategate" cooked up against Reagan 

hardly deserved the big play it got on the 
TV evening news. 

The same kind of selective media treat
ment, Anderson charged, was accorded 
news about a cocaine ring on Capitol Hill. 
When, at first, only Rep. Barry Goldwater 
Jr.'s name was mentioned, "the press 
pounced on the story and his name hit the 
headlines." Later, when Senator Ted Ken
nedy and some other Democratic names 
surfaced, many newspapers "were struck 
with a seizure of conscience and decided 
it was irresponsible to name Kennedy." 

Anderson summed up: 

The uncovering ot a political scandal 
requires a great cooperative act of per
ception. If the press at large the 
fledgling expose, if editors to grasp 
its importance, if reporter" do not widen 
the beachhead, if press conference" do 
not confront public officials over it, if 
columnists do not elaborate its ramificd-
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tions, then it will not survive to reach of the House Ethics Committee and a conseats and continue to legislate the destiny 
those levels where pu bl IC advocates victed drunken driver, managed to clear of what is now becoming the most crime
take it up, where investigative agencies all the suspected congressmen, claiming ridden nation on earth. 

begin to grind, where mass opinion de
lack of evidence. So the drug addicts, the 
mands redress. sodomizer of a young page and the seduc.....,.. ".,;u.;," 

er of a teen secretary still retain their House " ..~~ ~ The upshot was that Louis Stokes, head 

Senators on Israel's Payroll 

The Israel lobby has as many ways of 

influencing politicians as an old gopher 
has burrows. Honoraria are the fees paid 
to senators and representatives for appear
ing before Jewish organizations, telling 
members of the audience what they want 
to hear, and listening to their concerns. 

Last May, Common Cause released a 
study which showed that 95 U.S. senators 
had itemized $1,715,634 in total honorar
ia fees for 1981. The study also revealed 
that the organization that led all the rest in 
d istri buti ng honoraria to senators in 1981 
was the United Jewish Appeal ($45,000). 
I n sixth place was B' nai B'rith ($15,500). 

Senator Daniel P. Moynihan of New 
York, for example, in addition to picking 
up nearly $12,000 from various publica
tions like the New Yorker, Harper's, Com
mentary and the New York Times, (pre
sumably for articles), received $10,000 
from the United Jewish Appeal. The latter 
sum represents five appearances, since 
senatorial honoraria are limited to $2,000 
per speech. 

At the opposite extreme, one finds a 
senator like Mark Andrews (R-NO). His 
1981 honoraria, taken alphabetically, be
gin: Air Transport Association of America, 
$1,000; American Feed Manufacturers 
Association, $2,000; American Public 
Transit Association, $1,000; AT&T, $500; 
Anheuser-Busch, $1,000; Associated Milk 
Producers, $1,000. 

Common Cause ranked the 95 senators 

by total honoraria received during 1981. 
Robert Dole of Kansas came first, with 
$66,850; the late Henry Jackson of Wash
ington scooped up $56,250; and Howard 
Baker of Tennessee garnered $54,000. (A 
senator's salary is $60,662.) Eight senators 
received nothing. Ted Kennedy, who does 
a lot of speaking but doesn't need the mon
ey, received only $150. 

Of the $1.7 million in honoraria handed 
out, almost $100,000 came from the Israel 
lobby, although, as Spotlight has pointed 
out, lithe real payoff comes when the [in
terest] group makes decisions on cam
paign contributions." In 1982, congres
sional candidates raised $356.7 million, 
and a very substantial portion of that mon
ey came from Jewish sources. The relative
ly small honoraria fees are relatively small 
payola. 

A total of 16 senators received speaking 
fees from obviously Jewish sources during 
1981. Nine of these senators represent 
northeast corridor states, from Maine to 
Maryland. Three more are from Pacific 
coast states, four are from the Midwest and 
Mou ntain states, and none from the South. 

Below, without further caveats, is the 
relevant 1981 data on what retiring Sena
tor Hayakawa of California frankly called 
political "bribes." 

Instaurationists might take yet another 
look at this table and then ask themselves, 
or better yet, ask the senators listed, if they 
have ever voted against or even voted to 

cut an appropriations bill for Israel. And 
when these senators appear on Meet the 
Press or other talk shows and give their 
programmed pro-Israel pitch, do they or 
their sponsors or their questioners ever ad
mit that they are being paid by Jewish or
ganizations for their support of Israel? 
Does anyone believe for a moment that 
they would get one cent from Jewish or
ganizations if they so much as whispered 
one word critical of Israel? 

The late Senator Henry Jackson, 

winner in the Jewish honoraria sweepstakes 


United State of American Other 
Senator Jewish B'nai Israel Jewish Jewish lotal 

B'rith Bonds 

Henry jackson \O-WAJ 
Christopher Dodd (O-Cl) 
Daniel Moynihan (O-NY) 
Lowell Weicker (R-CTJ 
William Cohen rR-MEl 
Joseph Biden (O-OEl 
Larry Pressler (R-SO) 
Charles Mathias (R-MOl 
Alan Dixon (O-ILl 
Gary Hart (O-CO) 
Paul Sarbanes (O-MOl 
Robert Packwood (O-OR) 
Paul Tsongas (O-MAl 
Alfonse 0'Amato (O-NYl 
Alan Cranston (O-CAl 

$16,000 
12,000 
10,000 
6,000 

1,000 

$10,000 $4,000 $ 2,000 $32,000 
2,000 14,000 

1,250 11,250 
1,500 7,500 

1,750 2,000 3,7')0 
3,500 3,SOO 

1,000 2,000 3,000 
1,750 1,000 2,7S0 

2,000 2,000 
2,000 LOOO 
2,000 2,000 
2,000 2,000 
1,600 1,600 

1,000 
1,000 1,000 

Total $45,000 $15,500 $6,000 $3,000 $ 19,850 $89,..150 
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White Males 
Need Not Apply 

Minneapolis has at least one suburb 
which is nearly all Mexican, so it is none 
too soon for the local chapter of the 
NAAWP (Box 10625, New Orleans, LA 
70181) to begin holding meetings. One of 
the activists is Pete Anderson, who recent
ly attended a lecture given by Police Chief 
Tony "Bozo" Bouza at a nearby college. 
The class was 100% white, and 99% of 
those were male law enforcement stu
dents, which made Bouza's remarks all the 
more incredible. 

Bouza is big on "affirmative action," 
and told his listeners that three-fourths, if 
not all, of his jobs in the next two or three 
years would go to minorities and women. 
A student sarcastically inquired, "In es
sence, what you're saying is that white 
males need not apply, right?" Came the 
reply: 

Yes, that is exactly what I'm saying .... 
From the period july 1, 1983, through 
July 1, 1985, I expect to hire approxi
mately 60 new officers, most if not all of 
them minorities and females. Oh, they 
[white males] will apply no matter what 
I say, but they won't be hired. 

Their grandfathers would have gone for 
a rope, but the students listened as Bouza 
went on to explain how nonwhites had 
been victimized by whites for 300 years, 
so we must "ti p the scales in thei r favor for 
the next 300 years." (Note: It was com
mon knowledge back in the 1930s that 
blacks in liberal states like New York were 
given a slight edge in college admissions.) 
"No, it's not fair," continued Bouza. "It's 
not supposed to be." 

Chief Bouza is an immigrant from Spain 
who was terminated by the New York Po
I ice Department several years ago for mis
handling a riot. He is hated by his own 
men, and told the law enforcement stu
dents, "Even my son is against me! But of 
course he's a white male." 

Erica ("Mrs. Bozo") Bouza has been in 
the national news herself recently for "nu
clear freeze" activities. In November, she 
served a 10-day jail term in the county jail 
for blocking an entrance at Honeywell, 
Inc. 

Dying Patois 
Although it has injected (or infected) 

American speech with such words as 
"schlep," "maven," "schlock" and 
"chutzpah," Yiddish seems to be on the 
way out. A patois of degenerate German 
with Hebrew additives, written in Hebrew 
letters and read from right to left, Yiddish is 
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still taught in some 60 institutions of higher 
learning throughout the world, but taught 
more like a dead than a living language. 
Isaac Singer, who writes in Yiddish, re
cently won the Nobel Prize for literature. 
Barbra Streisand based her schmaltzy 
(another Yiddish ism) film Yentl on one of 
his books. He refuses to go see it. 

Ten million people spoke Yiddish be
fore World War II. In the 19th century it 
was the mother tongue of world Jewry. At 
one time there were four Yiddish dailies in 
New York City, including the Soviet-tilted 
Jewish Daily Forward with 220,000 faith
ful readers. Today only 25,000 read its 
successor, the weekly Jewish Forward. In 
the good old days when New York was 
supposed to be a melting pot and had not 
yet become a potpourri, there were 15 
Yiddish theaters on Second Avenue. 

Checklist for 
Jesse Jackson Voters 

1. Born out of wedlock. 
2. Carries gene for sickle cell anemia. 
3. As waiter in jack Parr Hotel in Green

ville, South Carolina, Jackson "would spit 
jnto the food of wh ite patrons he hated and 
then smile and serve it to them." He said 
this watering of the dishes "gave me psy
chological gratification." (Life magazine, 
Nov. 21,1969) 

4. In the old days every white politician 
in the South was a racist demagogue in the 
eyes of Yankeedom. Now that a black ra
cist demagogue has appeared on the na
tional scene, the media compliment him 
on being the best orator of all the Demo
cratic cand idates. 

5. When jackson announced his candi
dacy in a speech at the District of Colum
bia Convention Center, the crowd did not 
rise when "The Star Spangled Banner" 
was played. But the 90% black audience 
did stand when the orchestra launcbed 
into "Lift Every Voice and Sing," which 
some blacks favor over "We Shall Over
come" as the Negro national anthem. 

6. Jackson has a doctor of divinity de
gree (honorary from Lincoln University). 
He keeps flaunting the Reverend in front of 
his name and is accepted by many mil
lions of blacks as a genuine man of the 
cloth. So far the Democratic high com
mand, which has always been most vocal 
about keeping church and state separate, 
has not uttered a word of condemnation 
about a part-time preacher's attempt to 
move into the White House. 

7. Democrats have long insisted that 
McCarthyism (shooting off at the mouth) 
was just about the worst scourge that ever 
hit America. Somehow there doesn't seem 

to be anything wrong with Mcjacksonism. 
Listen to him take off after Reagan: 

He is anti-black, anti-Hispanic, anti
civil rights, anti-human rights, anti
poor, anti-family farmer, anti-youth, 
anti-public education, anti-women, 
anti-worker and anti-environment. 

8. Jackson, the hugger of Yasser Arafat, 
wou Id rather get us into a war against the 
white government of South Africa than the 
Arab government of Syria or the Soviet
style government in Nicaragua. But since 
he wants to reduce the defense budget by 
$600 mill ion over the next five years, the 
American expeditionary forces that the 
second American president to be named 
Jackson wou Id send to South Africa wou Id 
probably be short of ammunition. 

Death of a Truckler 
Turner Catledge died in New Orleans 

last year. He was 82. The native of Phila
delphia, Mississippi, long served as execu
tive editor and managing editor of the New 
York Times, his employer for 41 years. 
H.L. Stevenson, a native of Picayune, Mis
sissippi, who is currently editor-in-chief of 
United Press International, wrote a tribute 
to his fellow truckler for the once Dixie
crat, now scalawagging Jackson C/arion
Ledger. "Catledge," he said, "almost all 
acknowledge, was the man who did the 
most in recent years to set the tone and 
scope of the [Times /. If 

Let's get one thing straight, Mr. Steven
son. Catledge did not set the Times's tone 
and content. He was hired to carry them 
out. Had he deviated appreciably from 
what was sought by publisher Arthur Ochs 
Sulzberger, he would have been gone in a 



flash. Yet, either way, Catledge helped see 
to it that his "home state [wasl denigrated 
regu larly ... for a decade" (and more), as 
fellow Timesman Gay Talese reported in 
The Kingdom and the Power. 

According to Stevenson, Catledge was 
"fiercely proud" of his home state, though 
on what grounds remained a mystery to 
Times readers. He felt his home town "let 
me down" during the integration crisis. 
After retiring in 1970, Catledge spent sev
eral years at Mississippi State University, 
telling the journalism students: "Be curi
ous." He didn't tell them that to be too 
curious would almost certainly bring 
down on them the wrath of his dearly 
cherished Times. 

Stevenson's tribute earned a niche in the 
Hypocrites' Hall of Fame when he cited 
old man Sulzberger "[recalling] Cat
ledge's injunction whenever some outsid
er wanted to squelch a story: 'Remember 
who [sic] you're working for [Catledge 
would say], It's not the government or 
some special interest group. It's the read
er.' " 

What one really wishes to hear from 
Sulzberger's mouth is "Catledge's injunc
tion whenever some insider wanted to 
squelch a story." Then the truckler pre
sumably rationalized, "There are some 
things which my esteemed employer, the 
reader, is better off not knowing." 

The New York Times Foundation has 
donated $400,000 to Mississippi State to 
establish the Turner Catledge Chair of 
Communications. Only those silly profes
sors who not only teach but actually be
lieve in their bones that the Catledges of 
the world are more powerful than the 
Sulzbergers need apply. 

Cultish Anti-Semites 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesj, instead of re

serving his exotic gospel for his Hindu 
countrymen, has moved to the U.S. and 
become the Fakir of Rajneeshpuram, a 
64,OOO-acre spread near what used to be 
the quiet, civilized Oregon town of An
telope. Of the town's 100 original inhabi
tants, only 13 remain and this remnant is 
being treated by the Bhagwan's scarlet
clad, necklace-bedecked bacchanalians 
somewhat like the Israelis treat West Bank 
Palestinians. Butthe future of the Bhagwan 
is darkening. His followers, although sup
posedly 40-509c jewish, have been ac
cused of that worst of all 20th-century 
crimes anti-Semitism. 

Ma Anand Sheela, the president of the 
Rajneesh Foundation, is charged with hav
i ng cracked a coarse joke about the Holo
caust, although Ma herself is a jewess. It's 
all very confusing. But not to the los 
les Board of Rabbis, which has joined 
fray and urged the Immigration and Nat
uralization Service to send the Bhagwan, 
who owns a score or more of Rolls Royces, 
back where he came from. When rabbis 

talk, the INS listens and obeys. At last 
report, the Bhagwan had been denied per
manent residence in the U.s. and was ap
pealing the order for his deportation. 

Sci-Fi Empress 
Judy-lynn Del Rey, though only 3',9" 

tall (or short), is the giantess of science 
fiction publishing. Her and her husband's 
Del Rey Books, the SF division of Ballan
tine Books, fed the reading public 1,047 
titles in 1982, two of them making the 15 
bestselling fiction hardcovers list. She and 
spouse lester, a rural Minnesotan who 
wrote a tome in 1951 that put a "white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant" named "Arm
strong" on the moon in 1964, has first call 
on such authors as Arthur C. Clarke, Isaac 
Asimov, Robert Heinlein and other noted 
writers of the genre. Boasts judy, "I used to 
be a Jewish Princess now I'm a Jewish 
Empress." In accordance with her high 
station (but not her low stature) she sees 
that her husband is served lunch in silver 
bowls on a table decorated with three fig
urines of bulls. Each has a thatch of mink 
fur between its horns. She calls them her 
papal bulls and has named them Innocent, 
Boniface and Urban. 

Paleface Elites 
Japan's Prime Minister Nakasone, 

though surely a full-blooded Japanese, is 
relatively fair-skinned and has a distinctly 
Caucasian facial cast. Syria's President 
Hafez ai-Assad is racially a Mediterranean 
white. We see a similarly stearly whitening 
as we ascend the elite ranks of many Arab 
nations. This is a reminder of the original 
white racial presence in the Near East and 
North Africa, which historically has been 
diluted by the westward movement of 
Turkic Mongolians and the northward 
drang of African slaves. 

The countries of latin America that are 
heavily nonwhite present a similar racial 
picture. Examine the photos of a meeting 
of latin American foreign ministers. You 
wd I see a collection of Iberian whites from 
regions where the proportion of this genet
ic upper crust is fast dwindling. Most of the 
top posts in Mexican government and bus
iness are held by an almost lily-white mo
nopoly. Although married to a mulatta, 
Jamaican Prime Minister Seaga, of Scot
tish-lebanese ancestry, won his election 
over the Castro-loving mulatto, Michael 
Manley, in an island that is 95o/c Negroid. 
In Cuba, Fidel Castro, the illegitimate son 
of a Spanish immigrant and a white Cuban 
mother, deposed Fu Igencio Battista, a mu
latto, In a country at least 509t l\Jegroid. 
Many other examples spring to mind. Bra
zil, a catchword of despair to most white 
survivalists, maintains an almost exclu
sively white elite and a relatively white 
middle class. Even Iran's Ayatullah Kho
meini, if given a shave and a three-piece 

suit, would stand revealed as distinctly 
I ighter than the teeming Iranian masses. 

As the white race everywhere guiltily 
marches in double-time down the biologi
cal primrose path, long after it is gone the 
hybrid hordes who replace it wi II probably 
pay it a left-handed tribute by elevating 
from their ranks the fairest of their females 
for aesthetic admiration and the fairest of 
their males for positions of leadership. 

Evaluating JFK 
John F. Kennedy had more than a touch 

of the Irish. He was clever, glib and in
jected a shot of badly needed insousiance 
into that stodgy black hole of Rabbitry 
known as the White House. Womanizing 
up to a point probably added to hi:, glam
or, but a president cavorting and cohorting 
with a Mafia moll was a little too much. So 
was another affair reported by Jim Bi<.hop 
in A Bishop's ConfeSSIon.') (little Brown, 
1981, pp. 382-83): 

rhe Federal Bureau ot Imestigation 
had tracked a pretty IEastl Germdn .,py 
to Savannah in the summer of 1960. 
They bugged her bed. The noises on the 
mattress one indicated that they 
were made bv Democratic nominee 
for President' .. The President's Senet 
Service driver was sometimes irightened 
when Kennedy left a well-guarded hotel 
by the fire escape for an hour's dalliance 
.,omewhere in town, 

It was Kennedy who gave the final "go" 
for the Bay of Pigs disaster. For this he 
received less blame than he should have. It 
was also Kennedy who persuaded the Rus
sians to back down in their plans to install 
nuclear missiles in Cuba, though a few 
"experts" have claimed some missiles 
were never removed and others have tak
en their place. Kennedy's quid pro quo 
was to shred what remained of the Monroe 
Doctrine by promising never to invade 
Cuba, if Khrushchev took his nukes back 
to Russia. For all this JFK received more 
praise than was his due, especially since 
the u.s. then had a commanding lead in 
nuclear missiles and the Russians weren't 
about to engage in a war that would have 
made liitler's invasion look like a tea 
party. 

On the occasion of the widely publi
cized 20th anniversary of the president's 
assassination, fnstauration cannot resist of
fering this capsule judgment on Kennedy: 

1. He often pronounced Cuba, Cuber. 
2. lie was a "fun" president, a WASP

imitating Irishman who on his off days 
looked and acted like Mickey Rooney. 

L He was just another sad sack in the 
long line of 20th-century presidential sad 
sacks. 

4. King Arthur would never have let him 
within 100 miles of Camelot. 
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Sharon Sues 

Let us suppose that one of those itchy

palmed South Vietnamese generals had 
wanted to come to the u.s. in the 1960s to 
raise money for his Saigon pals. It is doubt
ful if the u.S. would even have let him in. 
But if he did manage to get in, you may be 
sure his meetings would have been broken 
up by leftist hooligans, while the media 
screamed approval. Cronkite would have 
attacked him even more fiercely if the gen
eral had dared to start a libel suit against 
one of the big news weeklies which had 
been accusing him of every crime under 
the sun. By the time the suit came to trial, 
he would have been the target of so much 
character assassination he would have 
had to flee the country for his life. 

Yet last November, just as the new u.s. 
war against Arabs was heating up and after 
more than 250 Americans had died in the 
massacre of the Mari nes, the blowi ng up of 
the American embassy, and other inci
dents, General Ariel Sharon, unarguably 
the world's # 1 Mideast war criminal (he 
was even condemned by the Zionist Ka
hane Commission for his part in the Sabra 
and Shatila massacres), arrived in the u.S. 
to raise more tax-free dollars for his gang
ster state. While on his fund-raising tour, 
he took time out to make a court appear
ance in a preliminary hearing of his $50
million libel suit against Time. The judge 
was Abraham Sofaer, Sharon's lawyer was 
Milton Gould, Time's lawyer was Stuart 
Gold, and the editor-in-chief of all Time 
Inc. publications is Henry Anatole Grun
wald. The I itigation is a solidly ethnic affair 
in which Instaurationists can only hope 
everyone loses. To sue Time, alway.s a ~il
lar of the Zionist establishment, for libeling 
an Israeli general is sheer ingratitude, 
though probably to be expected :->f ~ pe?
pie more distinguished for punishing Its 
enemies than rewarding its friends. 

If Sharon should win his suit, that ought 
to give Rudolf Hess and Yasser. Arafat 
some interesting ideas. Should TIme be 
found guilty of libeling one of its heroes, 
how much more guilty it must be of libel
ing its villains. 

Son of Guy Fawkes 
About the only bombs that didn't go off 

in 1983 were nuclear ones. There were car 
bombs, cluster bombs, bus bombs, phos
phorus bombs and stun bombs. There was 
also a human bomb that almost if not quite 
went bang in the Capitol within a few days 
of that other bomb that exploded near the 
Senate cloakroom. The human bomb was 
one Israel Rubinowits, who walked into 
the House visiting gallery with two plastic 
one-liter bottles containing black powder, 
metal fragments, stones, glass and ceramic 
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tile hidden under his clothes. The deto
nator consisted of a 9-volt battery, two 
small red and white wires that led from the 
battery to the bomb, and an on-off switch. 
Rubinowits was arrested when he stood 
up, started yelling and pulled th~ bomb 
out of his clothes. As he was being sub
dued, he flicked the switch. The bomb 
only failed to go off because it had been 
miswired. Later, when the FBI made and 
tested a similar device, it exploded with 
the force of 2 to 5 sticks of dynamite. 

Except for one reporter, Miles Bensen, 
of the Newhouse News Service, few 
Americans would have ever heard about 
Mr. Rubinowits. The New York Times 
didn't mention the abortive blast for 15 
days, until it reported the FBI test. The 
legions of reporters assigned to Congr~ss 
uttered not a word or, if they did, called It a 
"scuffle" with no names and no further 
explanation. 

Instaurationists have wised up enough 
to understand why the Rubinowits affair 
was downplayed. They also understand 
that if the culprit had been a Klan member, 
it would have been the feature story of 
every TV evening newscast and every big 
newspaper in the country. The front pages 
would have been plastered with pictures 
of the Klansman in a white sheet, perhaps 
burning crosses, photostats of his school 
report cards (unless he got a few ~'s) and 
unretouched reproductions of hiS mug 
shot. 

In December, Rubinowits, a 22-year
old Israeli, pleaded guilty and was slapped 
on the wrist with a six-month sentence, 
and patted on the wrist when even that 
was suspended when he was kind enough 
to agree to his deportation. The n~xt day 
he was put on a flight to Tel AVIV. Not 
exactly the punishment meted out t? a~ 
earl ier terrorist who almost but not qUite lit 
the fuse in the 1605 Gunpowder Plot to 
blow up the British Parliament. Guy 
Fawkes was tortured and hanged. 

Guy Fawkes 

didn't rate a suspended sentence 


Protection Money 
Is Affirmative Action about to take the 

plu nge into outright extortion? 
The I\JAACP office in Evanston, Illinois, 

has asked (in poor grammar) the city gov
ernment to give black parents $100 a week 
for up to nine months if their child "con
ducts himself or herself in acceptable so
cial standards." In other words, to control 
the crime of black gangs, which has re
sulted in four deaths in 1981-83 and 72 
shooting incidents last year alone, the 
white taxpayers of Evanston are to pay 
protection money to the gang menbers' 
families. 

This new twist in racial relations and 
crime control could cost Evanston 
$10,000 a week. So far Mayor James Lytle 
has re jected the idea. But one never knows 
these days. The NAACP "request" could 
easily turn into one of those Jesse Jackson 
or Mafia-style offers that can't be refused. 

Like Attracts Like 
With his six wives, nine children, and all 

sorts of alimony and child-support pay
ments, Norman Mailer (see Minority 
Who's Who, Instauration, Oct. 1983) must 
earn well over $300,000 a year just to 
break even. So he feels compelled to write 
on those subjects to which he knows the 
book review establishment will respond 
enthusiastically. Accordingly, human ex
crement has remained one of his greatest 
literary interests. 

Mailer's fecal theme burst forth at least 
20 years ago in The Presidential Papers, a 
work in which he asked Americans to con
su It their bowels for a clue to their spiritual 
condition. By the mid-1960s, the man 
whom Newsweek recently called "the 
most talented writer we have just now" 
had worked up a systematic treatise on 
waste products entitled The Metaphysics 
ot" the Belly. In one extraordinarily reveal
ing passage, presumably based on the 
most careful self-analysis, Mailer conclud
ed that not only inferior bodily products 
(the true "wastes") are eliminated but also 
certain things which are just too "fine" to 
be accepted by a coarse body! If you say 
so, Norman. 

Mailer still feels fecally frustrated, how
ever, si nce "the topic is so forbidden that 
there's everything to say about it." So he 
labored off and on for 10 years, received a 
$1 million advance, and wrote a 709-page 
novel set in 13th century B.C. Egypt, a book 
he called Ancient Evenings but should 
have called All About Anuses as a warning 
to unsuspecting readers and librarians. 
"Relentless anality and excremental ob
session" are the book's main themes, says 
the Washington Post, delivered "with such 
a nasal emphasis on stenches (Mailer: 
'Well, I'm very nearsighted and too vain to 
wear glasses.') that Egypt soon seems a 
Viscid sump and life itself a stew of or



dure." 
Why does Mailer pick on the largest 

Arabic-speaking nation? 

I felt it was impossible to understand 
Egypt without taking into account one of 
its fundamentals, which is s---. There's 
never been a society that bore a closer 
relation to it. It's absolutely crucial to the 
book. 

A subtheme is magic, which he "treats 
with real respect," having found the West
ern belief in science to be "megalomania
cal." 

A Video Mirage 
In December, WNED-TV, the PBS af

filiate in Buffalo, aired a spy drama, "Mir
age," based on the story of Alfred Frauen
knecht, a Swiss aeronautical engineer who 
indulged in some high-level espionage for 
Israel. Needless to say, in the upside-down 
morality of American TV, the traitor was 
presented as the hero! 

In 1967, shortly after Israel had used its 
French-built Mirage jets to blitz the Arabs 
(and the US.S. Liberty, but that's a story 
you'll never see on TV), Charles de Gaulle, 
the only Western leader with enough guts 
to stand up to Zionism, cancelled delivery 
of 50 new Mirages to the rampaging Is
raelis, as well as the delivery of spare parts 
for the Mirages already in their possession. 
Undaunted, Israel ordered some of its top 
agents to approach Frauenknecht, who 
worked for the Swiss company which 
made Mirage engine components. He is 
told that half of Israel's Mirages have been 
disabled during the Six Day War (a fact 
hidden from the world press in order not to 
dampen Israel's victory) and that it would 
take almost a decade for the Israel is to 
make the spare parts themselves. So would 
Frauenknecht please steal the necessary 
blueprints? The script explained he was 
already in the mood to help Israel, in part 
to atone for Switzerland's "guilt" in refus
ing to harbor Jewish refugees during 
World War II. "I'm a good Swiss Catho
Iic," he declared. But not good enough to 
spy for free, since he demanded $250,000 
(in 1967 dollars) for the job. The Israelis 
retorted with the treacly cliche, "We are 
only a poor little country." After some 
haggling, Frauenknecht signed on for 
$200,000. 

By persuading 50 of his co-workers to 
help him microfilm thousands of Mirage 
bluepri nts, he managed to deliver the orig
inal blueprints to the Israelis, using the 
cover story that he wanted to burn all the 
bulky drawings and specifications to save 
storage costs for the company. After the 
Israelis got everything they wanted, he was 
finally caught, and a Swiss court gave him 
4Y2 years. When he got out, he found em
ployment "designing bridges." 

What is remarkable about this TV play
let is that its Jewish producers expect ev

eryone else to respond to it exactly as they 
do. Here is a person who betrays his fellow 
workers and his employer, and violates his 
country's laws in behalf of a foreign pow
er. Yet we are supposed to see him as the 
good guy and the Swiss the democratic, 
peaceful, neutral, inoffensive Swiss as 
the baddies. Only a truly brainwashed, 
mentally circumcised audience could be 
expected to react I ike that. But that seems 
to have been the case. The show has be
come part of the PBS repertory and has 
been run and probably rerun in many 
cities. Perhaps a few non-Jewish viewers 
here and there will not be too surprised by 
Jews boasting of their ability to steal what 
they can't make. But don't bank on it. 

Finding 
Mr. Goodbar 

Whenever possible, our channels of 
public information will hem and haw, 
fudge or just plain evade the facts concern
ing racial realities in America. When their 
back is against the wall, with none of these 
compromises possible, they will lie as, 
for example, when a magazine article on 
street crime has an illustration, the photo
grapher or artist will see to it that the crimi
nal is white. When network television ran 
a docudrama on the notorious Kitty Geno
vese slaying in 1964, her killer was played 
by a white actor. In real life hewas a Negro 
named Winston Moseley. 

A reading of Closing Time by Lacey Fos
burgh (now out of print) reveals this same 
process at work on a sl ightly less outra
geous scale. Closing Time is the factual 
account of the murder made famous some 
years ago by the Judith Rossner novel, 
Looking for Mr. Goodbar, and the 1977 
movie of the same name starring Diane 
Keaton. Those who have been exposed to 
either the book or the film may remember 
it as the sad tale of an Irish-Catholic girl 
from a New York suburb who was stricken 
with a traumatic childhood illness which 
resulted in a permanent physical disabil
ity. Because of this handicap she devel
oped a depressed outlook on Iife and a 
strong masochistic streak. After attending 
college in New Jersey, she moved to New 
York City, where she became a teacher of 
deaf children by day, while her noctural 
life degenerated into an incessant round of 
singles bars. Both novel and film effective
ly portrayed her Dr. Jekyll and Mrs. Hyde 
existence, which was ended by a border
line psychotic homosexual who, enraged 
by his sexual failure and encouraged by 
her outspoken death wish, brutally killed 
her. 

The novel and film of Looking for Mr. 
Goodbar give not the slightest hint of an 
all-important aspect of the human tragedy 
which Closing Time reluctantly makes 
plain. It is not terribly surprising to dis
cover that there was an increasingly strong 

racial element to the protagonist's self
hate and degradation. 

Coming of age in the 60s, she was an 
enthusiastic supporter of civil rights and in 
college "proved" her commitment by dat
ing black men. Her first teaching job took 
her to the ghetto of Newark, where she 
remained even after the 1967 riot against 
the advice of both friends and family. She 
only decided to leave after nearly being 
raped in her classroom by a young black. 
Closing Time demonstrates that as her self
destructiveness and depression deepened 
during the years, her choice of pick-ups 
and one-night stands increasingly in
volved Negroes. One important individual 
in Closing Time is a black male who had 
the habit of beating her. He did not appear 
in either the novel or the movie. Indeed, 
none of the novel's or the film's pick-ups 
were black, although in real life almost all 
were. It was an ironic accident of sorts that 
the homosexual who finally killed her was 
white ironic and rather fortunate for the 
fictional distorters of reality. 

Millions of Americans obtained a partial 
and incomplete picture of the girl's plight, 
a blurry, unfocused one which empha
sized the personal aspect of her decline 
while ignoring the racial one. For the sick
ness and self-hate which liberal-minority 
culture helped to instill in her were an 
integral part of her wasted life. Her se
quential involvement with black men and 
her deterioration and despair were the in
exorable result of the "education" which 
has systematically tried to destroy in white 
minds such traditional anchors to life as 
race, family, nation, culture and church. 

Note: Shortly after this piece was writ
ten, the writer heard that a major network 
was about to present a two-hour "made
for- TV" movie entitled Trackdown: Find
ing the Goodbar Killer. He was afraid that, 
although what he had written concerned 
the racial dishonesty of the popular novel 
and film, this new production just might 
display enough racial honesty to make 
him "look bad." It turned out that though 
this heavily doctored docudrama covered 
much of the same ground as the Fosburgh 
book, it was honest only to the extent that it 
sh'lwed the capture and interrogation of 
the ,.Jegro suspect who had previously 
been overheard beating up the victim by 
neighbors. A relatively significant figure in 
Fosburgh's book, he was quickly dropped 
in the TV production, having served his 
purpose -- i.e., to contrast the innocent, 
falsely-accused black to the white punk 
who was the real murderer. Despite this 
common Hollywood device -- and partly 
because of it the writer is confident that 
his original thesis remains intact. 

:H:

" 
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~ ... Choll~ CBilderberger-
Our Man in Washington has infiltrated the extremely hush
hush Behavior Seminars being conducted jointly by the 
State Department and the ultra-secret Forrestal-Lenin Pol
icy Implementation Committee. Referred to irreverently in 
Foggy Bottom as "Abasement l-A," the Seminars are de
signed to teach American diplomats and other government 
officials how to behave toward all minorities, especially 
those from foreign countries. In the case of Israelis, the 
instructions range from the overall to the particular, as can 
be seen in these quotes from the Seminar Handbook: 
"Because so many of the Israelis are quite short, Ameri
cans, being anywhere from somewhattallerto significantly 
taller, should make every effort to minimize this height 
differential, insofar as greater height is construed by certain 
experts in psychology and 'body language' as conferring 
an advantage on the taller (person) and a disadvantage on 
the shorter (person). When walking with a (short) Israeli, 
the (tall) American should lean forward and bend down
wards as far as possible (as is consonant with remaining 
upright and ambulatory). When seated, the American 
should pick a lower chair and suggest a higher chairforthe 
Israeli. (On the seat of which an aide should be prepared to 
slip a cushion just before the Israeli sits.) ... Never inter
rupt an Israeli .... When leaving a room, do notturn your 
back on any Israeli(s) remaining in the room, but keep your 
frontal area facing him/her/them as you leave .... When 
referring to any Arabs, denote, either by a slight shift in 
facial expression or vocal emphasis, that you find them: a) 
distasteful; b) comic; c) dangerous (i.e., terroristic); d) all of 
the above .... Never precede an Israeli through a door, or 
into a vehicle. Always follow .... Either in the company of 
an Israeli or on your own, be prepared to react properly to 
any sort of anti-Israeli or indifferent-to-Israel remark or 
attitude. An excellent instructional prototype can be prac
ticed in front of a mirror in the privacy of your home or 
office until you have it perfected. For instance, there is the 
silent but baleful stare (see George Will on television when 
the PLO is mentioned, no matter the context.) There is also 
the quick, contemptuous riposte: 'Would you have us 
abandon our only ally in the Middle East?' . .. Never 
refuse an Israeli anything .... Work on your Holocaust 
manner, to be exhibited whenever it is mentioned low
ered eyes, tightening of lips (however, biting the lips to 
hold back anguish should only be attempted by experts), 
clenching of hands, averting of head .... Always laugh at 
any joke or pleasantry on the part of an Israeli .... Use as 
many pleasing euphemisms as possible when in the com
pany of one or more Israelis: 'As intelligent as Einstein'; 'As 
humane as Golda Meir'; 'As amusingas George Burns'; lAs 
gifted as Itzhak Perlman'; 'As brilliant as Mailer.' These 
bons mots can, and should, also be used in the company of 
non-Jews .... The same rules apply to native American 
Jews as to Israelis, in view of the fact that the former are just 
as sensitive to and expectant (and deserving) of your con-
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sideration and respect as the latter." 
The Handbook has many helpful suggestions on dealing 

with blacks: "If, and when, a black diplomat from abroad 
or a domestic black leader (in the arts and/or sciences as 
well as in politics or any other field) is in your home, you 
should make every effort to make him/her feel comfort
able. Should, for example, your black guest announce that 
he is going to fornicate (before the night is out) with one of 
the white women present, including the hostess, you 
especially if you are the hostess should not, under any 
circumstances, take umbrage at the remark, which cor
rectly is passed off with a laugh (tinkling, if possible), and a 
deft change of subject. If the subject cannot be changed, 
facetious acquiescence is the next advised step. In the 
event such facetious acquiescence cannot be maintained, 
then genuine acquiescence is the correct posture. The 
hope at that point is that the announced fornicator can be 
eluded as the evening breaks up. If the fornicatee (whether 
fleeing guest or trapped hostess) is unable to avoid the 
fornicator at this point, it becomes a case of sauve qui 
peut . ... For a highly-recommended reaction to any at
tack on blacks, see Senator Daniel Moynihan's (allegedly) 
unrehearsed counterattack on the FBI file on Dr. King. 
Jowls aflame, eyes narrowed to slits, voice choking with 
rage and only able to enunciate one word, 'Filth,' his 
powerful arm dashing the file to the floor." 

President Reagan is not attending the Seminars person
ally, but has received private instruction and is reputed to 
have scored in the top 74% of those taking the final exam
ination. 

* * * 
The big news in racist circles is Sutter Lang in a new, 
uncharacteristic role - chastising another racist. It seems 
that Jerrold (Alamo) Jackson, the Texas billionaire and 
self-styled "He-coon racist of the entire Southwest" wrote 
a glowing fan letter to Sutter. The letter led to a meeting in 
New York at The Sun King. After several drinks and a great 
deal of chest-pounding by Alamo, the two stepped out 
onto Fifth Avenue, and were immediately accosted by two 
Jews. "Great porcine Safire types," Sutter said later. "Rec
ognized me, apparently, and swung. I swung back and 
decked one, but held off on the other, offering him to 
Alamo." According to eyewitnesses, Alamo declined, say
ing he was a great admirer of Sutter's but what was fine for 
Sutter was not for him. Sutter, annoyed, said, "Either you 
whack this Jew or I'll whack you." Alamo still declined, so 
Sutter gave him a fearful hiding. From his hospital bed, 
Alamo has issued a statement: "Racists everywhere, espe
cially those in For Whites Only, the extremist organization 
of which I am proud to be a member, should not be 
tempted into emulating Sutter Lang. Admiration, yes; emu
lation, no. He is active, which is premature. We are inac
tive, which is the correct posture at this time, and as far into 



the foreseeable future as the Good Lord has permitted any 
of us to look." Incidentally, after finishing with Alamo, 
Sutter also hospitalized the two Jews. Inevitably, he was 
hospitalized himself by a dozen members of the NYPD, 
assisted by numerous passers-by and a Ju Jux Jan attack 
unit. 

* * * 
Conversation overheard at a dinner given by the Uptown 
Friends of Mossad: First Mossad Agent (looking at large 
group of prominent, animated WASPs): liDo you think 
they'll ever wake up?" Second Mossad Agent (with final
ity): "Never." 

* * * 

Potter Bostwick, the alcoholic racist, saying quietly and 
rather wistfully between hiccups at Le Steak: IiNo satire 
could touch the reality of this Barbra Streisand making 
Yentl. Life beats art yet again ...." Mafia figure Luigi (Yes, 
We Have Lots of Bananas) Banaglicorso hinting, at Gian 
Marino, that Jack Kennedy was Italian .... Amanda liv
ingston, director of the Mailer Institute, telling a board 
meeting that the latest research indicates George Washing
ton was definitely "part Jewish" .... Introduced to the 
public last week at a Cleveland medical center was Wil
liam Torman, who has been officially designated as "the 
man with the most spare parts in the United States." Mr. 
Torman sees significance in the honor. "I hate racism," he 
says, "and I'm living proof that it's false, because my parts 
are from people of different races and they all function 
together without friction. My blood is entirely from black 
donors, as are my spleen and kneecaps. My heart is Jewish, 
my liver Asian, and twenty feet of my intestines are Ameri
can Indian. My hair is all Hispanic transplant, my skin 
grafts are Sicilian-American, one of my kidneys is Eskimo 
and the other is from a Brazilian Indian. We are all one big 
happy familty." 

* * * 
Professor Marty Azzimufti of the University of Chicago has 
announced the results of his thirty-two-year study of goril
las, if that is the right word. "We can call them gorillas," he 
says, "if by that we are restricting ourselves to a differentia
tion, as when we say Asian or black. But not if we mean to 
imply permanent apehood. Gorillas are where they are, 
and what they are, because of lack of proper opportunity. 
In my experiments, gorillas who were put in correct envir
onments, and allowed proper - and equal opportunity 
and instruction, did just as well as a very significant per
centage of non-gorillas." The massive study, entitled So
cial Potential in the Gorilla, will be published in its twenty
four-volume entirety over the next eleven years, with Vol
umes I-III scheduled for summer, 1984. 

* * * 
Latest addition to the Outdoor Racist's Gallery, in Istam
boul, Mississippi, a collection of statues put up by blacks to 
draw the world's attention to racists in literature, is F. Scott 
Fitzg~rald. According to Omerine Frannola, chief spokes
woman for the Gallery, "Mr. Fitzgerald Scott was what we 
call a hidden racist, like a small boy in the watermelons. I 

didn't even know he was a racist until the very famous and 
viviparous black scholar, Dr. Orestes Ptolemy Beaure
garde, who holds out the doctorate from Yale, and is the 
leader of the Southern Alliance Against Testing Blacks, 
found a letter which Mr. Scott Fitzgerald had wrotten to a 
friend of his called Mr. Bunny Wilson in the longago year 
of 1921. I quote from it, just as it was written from Europe: 
'The negroid streak creeps northward to defile the nordic 
race. Already the Italians have the souls of blackamoors. 
Raise the bars of immigration and permit only Scandinav
ians, Teutons, Anglo Saxons and Celts to enter .... I be
lieve at last in the white man's burden. We are as far above 
the modern frenchman as he is above the negro.' " Omer
ine, who looks remarkably like Cicely Tyson, according to 
Caroline Plimpton, who represents the Gallery in New 
York, was overcome with emotion and cou Id read no more 
of Fitzgerald's letter, but folded it up and put it away. "They 
were told that Scott was a playboy," says Caroline, "so the 
statue made of what seems to be a lot of the insides of 
old golf balls - shows him in plus-fours and a Nehru 
jacket, barefooted. They have an exaggerated idea of his 
height he looms up like Paul Bunyan, holding a gigantic 
cocktail glass in one hand and a stupendous whip (for 
beating 'negroes'?) in the other. He wears a monocle (as a 
snob?) the size of a porthole, and is entirely bald. On the 
broad back of the Nehru jacket is emblazed, in huge 
Day-G 10 letters, 'The negro is as far above me as I am 
above the ground.' On the front we have another billboard 
sentiment: 'I am as far below the negro as if I was in China. 
Signed, F. Itzgerald, honky, crazy with hate and wild with 
greed.' " 

* * * 

Controversy: Pelham Industries, the makers of Rapid Rais
er, the IQ booster pill, has been often identified in this 
column as a wholly black-owned company, founded by 
Ormudgeon Polycarp Pettibone, with the brilliant Frank 
(Big Daddy) Langhorne, one of the country's outstanding 
black endocrinologists, heading the R&D department. 
Now we find that a smear campaign of quite remarkable 
scope has been mounted against Pelham. Rumors are 
flooding New York that Mr. Pettibone has secretly ac
knowledged that Pelham is actually owned by the Bel
schield Bank and always has been. The real head of the 
company, in this preposterous scenario, is Gregory Bel
schield, and the real head of the R&D department is one 
Sepp Gruening, a refugee from East Germany who owes 
his freedom to the Belschields in circumstances too murky 
to be revealed, even in a smear. Big Daddy Langhorne is 
only a janitor. Spokeshomosexuals for Pelham (in line with 
their all-out policy of fair practice, they use only deviates in 
their PR department), deny all the loose talk, and hint at 
lawsu its. "Sepp Gruening does not exist," says Hadrian
opolis Jones, the attractive young gay (black) who held a 
press conference at the Carlyle last week. "B ig Daddy did it 
all." Big Daddy himself was not available, and Ormud
geon P. Pettibone was in South Africa. In any case, none of 
the furor has detracted from the phenomenal surge of 
Pelham stock or the popularity of Rapid Raiser. "So much 
for smear campaigns and those who instigate them," as 
Hadrianopolis says. 
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle - John Nobull 

From 1913 to 1921, one Rufus Isaacs, Marquess of Read

ing, was Lord Chief Justice of England. He was given this 
post despite his deep involvement in the Marconi scandal, 
whereby shares in the American branch of the Marconi 
company were bought by members of the Cabinet just 
before they gave the contract for laying the transatlantic 
cable to the British Marconi company. In due course, 
Isaacs became Ambassador to the United States and Vice
roy of India, where he did his level best to undermine 
British rule. 

There is no law according to which things necessarily 
get worse, and it is never too late to make a stand. The 
present Lord Chief Justice, Lord Lane, is a case in point. In a 
recent lecture at Cambridge, he urged the need for the 
people of England to engage in a battle against crime and 
against the plague of immorality. Specifically, he was con
cerned with the flood of heroin pouring in from Pakistan, 
but he emphasised that the increase in the number 
of drug-addicts led on automatically to more burg
laries, robberies and prostitution (in order to pay for 
the drugs). "If anyone deserves to be hanged," he 
said, "it would, to my mind, not be the murderer, 
who is often inoffensive, but those who import and 
distribute heroin and similar drugs" (Daily Tele
graph, 9/11/83). He also called upon the public to 
support the police in every possible way. But the 
key passage in his lecture ran as follows: "Hitler 
was right when he said there was in this country if it 
was roused, that broad spirit of the masses which 
enables it to carry through to victory any struggle 
that it enters upon." 

* * * 
The only kind of evidence worth a damn is evi

dence against interest. Modern historians, please 
note. No amount of vapouring in favour of a partic
ular position can outweigh the effect of an admis
sion by someone who opposes it. A case in point is 
the Falklands affair. The Argentine marine captain, 
Carlos Hugo Robacio, has published a report in 
Buenos Aires which exonerates the British from the 
charges levelled against them in the Argentine 
press. Far from going into action high on drugs, they 
had no need of them to produce valour. Far from 
killing off Argentine wounded, they saved many 
who would otherwise have died. As for stories 
about the savage behaviour of the Gurkhas, he 
dismisses them as a psychological gambit by the 
British to weaken Argentine morale. "The Gurkhas 
were not so good in combat as some wanted to make them 
appear," he says. Please note that Captain Robacio is no 
starry-eyed admirer of the British action in the Falklands. 
He just thinks that Argentines have a lotto learn from them 
about fighting at night and under adverse weather condi
tions. It is a sad reflection that Captain Robacio may wish to 
fight us in the future. He has strengthened his country's 
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morale by dismissing atrocity propaganda as unworthy. I 
have always felt that the realisation of the falsity of Allied 
atrocity propaganda during the First World War did much 
to undermine Allied morale atthe beginningofthe Second. 
Eventually, the vultures of lying propaganda come home to 
roost. 

* * * 

Films sympathetic to the old Anglo-Saxon Majority are 
so rare as to demand comment here, especially when the 
film is a really good one, as is the case with The Picture 
Show Man. It is set in rural New South Wales during the 
1920s, and the principal character, Pop, is the itinerant 
proprietor of Pym's Pictures on Tour, showing his silent 
movies with the help of his son and a pianist. The serpent in 
his Eden is called Palmer -- a big, smiling, schemingAmeri
can in a ten-gallon hat, superbly played by Rod Taylor. 

Palmer used to work for Pop, and now lures away 
Pop's pianist. He even tries to lure away Pop's son, 
who sends him packing. Of course, there is love 
interest, too. An attractive widow makes up to Fred
die, Pop's replacement pianist, and the pretty, wil
fu I daughter of a loca I squatter (land lord) meets the 
son while swimming in a billabong. Madame Ca
valli, a jaded Mediterranean seductress, makes up 
to Pop, and steals all his savings with the help of her 
lover, an alcoholic con-man called Fitzwilliam. 
However, Freddie saves the day by pitching his 
winnings on a bet at a local horse-race, enabling 
Pop to buy the equipment necessary to show the 
fi rst of the new tal kies. There is a fi nal confrontation 
with Palmer, who moves on to pastures new, and 
Pop's son sets up on his own with his bride-to-be. 
Nothing world-shaking here, you might say, but our 
modern minority-dominated media offer no ac
ceptable substitute for the emotional atmosphere of 
the film: the psychology of self-restraint, the subtle 
communication of feelings, the interplay of adven
ture and loyalty. Above all, there is the clarity and 
precision of the spoken English. The director, john 
Power, and the producer, John Long, have gone out 
of their way to sign up some of the best actors in 
Australia. 

* * * 

Brian Aldiss has a sci-fi short story called "Last 
Orders" in which most of the earth has been evacu
ated, and two last survivors are detected by the tired 
captain of a patrolling space vehicle shortly before 

the moon is due to crash into the earth. One of them is a 
middle-aged man, the other an old lady and, as the captain 
does everything in his power, from cajolement to threats, 
to get them to move to his vehicle, they continue drinking 
at a bar, playing a sentimental game of do-you-remember. 
Eventually, it is too late, the space vehicle is hit by collaps
ing rubble, and the captain joins them in their final drinks. 



It is all so English, as the term is now understood -- so 
warm, so human, so muted -- so terribly brave, even, in a 
petty way. How proud George Orwell would have been of 
them. Of course, the couple lack all the qualities of de
cisiveness and imagination which characterised the Em
pire-builders, but they are just as much the products of 
Empire themselves: domesticated little people sheltered 
for centuries behind the wooden or iron walls of the British 
Navy. The problem of the future, as I see it, is how to 
rebuild a world system without encouraging the prolifera
tion of passive little people who go in for displacement 
activity rather than take the only chance of survival. Per
haps Orwell, the ex-imperial policeman, would have seen 
the error of idealising the second-rate if he had only sur
vived until the real 1984. 

* * * 

One of the most unhealthy cults in modern Canada is 
that of Lou is Riel, the metis (half-breed) who led two rebel
lions against the Canadian government, in 1869/70 and 
again in 1885. He hated English Canadians, but has now 
become a sort of Davy Crockett figure for countless En
glish-Canadian children (and for some of their deracinated 
parents, too). In April 1979, a three-hour extravaganza, 
Riel, on the CBC network attracted an audience of 4.64 
million, and the number of adulatory books and articles is 
legion. So a modest corrective will not come amiss. 

To begin with, Riel was raving mad. As George F. Stan
ley writes in Louis Riel, Patriot or Rebel (Ottawa, 1954): 
"Medical opinion inclines to the view that his grandiose 
visions, his obsessional neurosis, his intense egoism, his 
intolerance of opposition, were all symptoms of a paranoid 
condition." This might equally well be a description of 
JOI.:1 Brown, of Harper's Ferry fame, or of Jim Jones, the 
part-Indian Elmer Gantry of the blacks. Signs of Riel's state 
of mind showed up clearly during this first rebellion, when 
he put a recalcitrant Orangeman called Thomas Scott be
fore a metis firing squad for daring to rebel against him. 
Scott woke in his coffin and suffered horribly till noon the 
next day (see the report in the Toronto Globe for March 26, 
1885). Small wonder that there was talk of lIugly and 
iII iterate half-breeds." In the end, Riel was defeated and 
fled to the United States. There he adopted the name David 
and created a new quasi-Judeo religion with the metis as 
the chosen people, the new Israelites, and himself as their 
prophet. 

When he retu rned to Canada in 1885, Riel was left alone 
in Saskatchewan until he started his second rebellion, 
which led to his execution. He was immediately made the 
hero of a play in French by one Elzear Paquin (Montreal, 
1886) and acclaimed as "Ie grand patriote martyr" by 
Hor.on:~ Mercier, leader of the French Nationalist Party, 
who went so far as to compare him to Jesus Christ. 

:-he infection of Anglophone Canada began with John 
Coulter's play Riel in 1950. Coulterfelt unassimilably Irish 
-- hence his rancour -- and climbed onto the media band
wagon again in 1967 with two more rehashed plays, The 
Crime of Louis Riel and The Trial of Louis Riel. The prop
aganda grew to such proportions that one Donald Swain
ton was moved to complain that lithe marketing of Louis 

Riel as pop history had reached the point of overkill" 
(Books in Canada, 8 (1979), no. 5, pp. 14-15). Strange to 
relate, this protest did not receive quite the same media 
coverage as the TV pastiche of the same year. Besides, 
Holocaust puffery teaches us that it is almost impossible to 
reach the point of overkill. 

The Canadian government is officially not permitted to 
interfere in the educational arrangements of the provinces. 
Hence the concentration of its considerable resources on a 
worldwide propaganda campaign in favour of the new 
"plural society," as opposed to the Iioid mosaic theory." 
The coordinator of these pernicious efforts is a certain Dr. 
"Jim" Page, an unpleasant and very Levantine type, who 
travels widely to spread the word all at the Canadian 
taxpayer's expense. Trendy Australians are also getting in 
on the act. Writing in Canada's official journal Language 
and Society, Albert Jaime Grassby, ex-Australian Minister 
of Immigration and Commissioner of Community Rela
tions, states bluntly that "the myth of the Australian British 
heritage is just that -- a myth." But he tells us that the 
Aborigines' "40,000 years' residence in Australia repre
sents the oldest continuing civilisation on earth." While 
admitting that aboriginal "under-achievement" is "still 
more the rule than the exception," he explains it away on 
the grounds of poverty and ill health. But surely, surely, Mr. 
Grassby, those remarkable people, alone in Australia for so 
long, could they not have been capable of creating a high 
or even a low civilisation on their own? 

Which do you think is the 
more sophisticated computer? 

Epson. 


The above ad, which appeared in Time (Nov. 29, 1982), is 
not just about computers. It's also about racist stereotyping, 
the one form of racial stereotyping that is accepted and 
approved in an age that cries out against such practices. The 
blond youth is the dumb one with the old cumbersome 
computer. The Jewish youth is the smart one. He has the 
more advanced, lightweight model. 
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A 1982 poll of 1,264 registered New 
York State voters found 70% favoring the 
death penalty and 23% opposed. 

# 

According to Rev. Lucien Chaisse, a Jes
u it priest who was active in the French 
Resistance, "In 1944, there were 40 mil
Iion Resistance fighters. But in 1940, there 
were 40 million Frenchmen who support
ed Vichy." 

# 

Cocaine in Los Angeles is now selling 
for $2,200 to $2,500 an ounce. Some of 
the stuff is only 20% pure. But most of it is 
80% pure "rock-type" cocaine, the pro
duct of a bumper crop of coca leaves in 
South America. 

# 

About half the 6 million pregnancies 
that occur in the U.S. each year are un
wanted, and nearly half of these are termi
nated by abortion. Unwanted pregnancies 
among teenagers are running only 2.4% 
higher than among adults. Blacks are 
twice as likely as whites to get pregnant 
unintentionally. 

# 

The Hispanic birthrate in the U.s. is 
23.5 per 1,000 people, as against 15.5 for 
the rest of the population, which includes 
high-fertility Negroes. 19% of the children 
born to Mexican-American women are 
the fourth or higher-numbered baby. 15% 
of American blacks have 4 or more chil
dren; 8.1% of whites. 

# 

If you want to be murdered, the best 
place to go is Odessa, Texas, which has 
29.8 homicides per 100,000 per year. 
Next most murderous cities are Miami 
(29.7) and Houston (28.2). 

# 

The top 1 % of American taxpayers paid 
1 7.9% of the federa I income taxes collect
ed in 1981. The lowest 25% paid 0.6%. 

# 

In a recent promotion examination for 
Alabama State Troopers, none of the 60 
blacks taking the exam made the top 80%. 
As a result, U.s. District Judge Myron 
Thompson, himself a black, ruled the tests 
invalid and discriminatory. 

# 

In England a 9-week, £37,000 cam
paign to recruit black and Asian men and 
women as prison officers produced only 
two qualified applicants. 
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The Special Air Museum squadron at 
Andrews Air Force Base near Washington, 
comprises 200 pilots, navigators, flight en
gineers, crew chiefs, communications 
technicians, plane guards and stewards. 
The squadron's sole job is to fly govern
ment bigwigs anyplace on the globe they 
desire to go. It's the world's most luxurious 
airline and it's paid for by the people - the 
taxpayers - who are not allowed to use it. 

# 
A University of Illinois study found that 

an average Illinois high-school mathemat
ics student, taking a math exam with 100 
average Japanese students, would come in 
99th. 

# 

The U.S. paid $375 million (25%) of the 
1982 UN budget. Since 1964, according 
to the Conservative Caucus, the U.S. has 
given the UN and its affiliated agencies a 
total of$10 billion. 

# 

With a population of over 500 million, 
Africa contains 11.68 million square 
miles, one-fifth of the earth's land surface. 
Europe, with only 4 million square miles, 
supports nearly 700 million people. Chi
na, with 3.7 million square miles, has a 
population of over 1 billion. In other 
words, if black Africa could adopt modern 
agricultural methods, it could easily be on 
the receiving end of a mass transatlantic 
repatriation. 

# 

The Los Angeles Pol ice Department has 
announced there are 30,000 members of 
150 street gangs loose in Angel City, plus 
5,000 members who are currently guests 
of the California prison system. 

# 

Of the 435,800 students in Chicago 
public schools, 61 % are black, 20% His
panic, 16% white, 3% Asian. 

# 

Only 1 in 13 sons in families owning 
farms with less than 1,000 acres stays on 
the farm. Most of those who go off to the 
big city end up as blue-collar workers. 

# 

Anheuser-Busch, after resisting a year
long semi-boycott inspired by Jesse Jack
son, caved in and promised to pour $320 
million into Negro coffers in the next 5 
years. This is the fifth "covenant" Jackson 
has pried out of American corporations. 
The total price tag now comes to $1.5 
billion. Still none dare call it extortion. 

Blacks are in the majority in 15 congres
sional districts; Hispanics in 9. Only one 
congressional district, Florida's 18th 
(Miami and Miami Beach) has more for
eign-born than native-born residents. Cali
fornia's 24th (Hollywood and San Fernan
do) and 25th (central and east Los Angeles) 
districts have foreign-born components of 
more than 40%. 

# 

The U.s. now has 10.8 million widows 
and 2 million widowers. 

# 

82 million people were added to the 
planet from mid-June 1982 to mid-June 
1983. China's population increased 14, 
984,000 to 1,059,802,000; India's by 15, 
503,000 to 730,572,000. 

# 

65,068 (31 %) of the 209,897 American 
army troops in West Germany are black. 

# 

61 minutes (less than 1% of the avail
able air time) is allocated each week to 
educational programming by the average 
commercial TV station, which devotes 
152 minutes a week to cartoons. 

# 

In Chicago "no police cars are avail
able" in black districts about 15,000 min
utes per year; in white districts less than 
2,000. 

# 

90 Israeli soldiers have served jail sen
tences from 21 to 35 days for refusing to 
fight in the invasion of Lebanon. 

# 

Two necrophilic homosexual lovers 
Ottis Toole and Henry L. Lucas, have told 
po lice they ki lied a tota I of 165 people, 
most of them hitchhikers, stranded motor
ists or drifters, as they cruised back and 
forth across the country from 1976-82. 
Both are now in jail. 

# 

For "6-" watchers only: The Washing
ton (D.C.) Humane Society says that 6 mil
lion kangaroos have been slaughtered in 
Australia in recent times .... Toronto Po
lice Chief Jack Akroyd charges that organ
ized crime in Canada took $6 billion in 
1981 .... The West Berl in prison of Span
dau was built to hold 600 prisoners (1/60 
Minutes," 5/8/83) .... The government 
of EI Salvador expects to use about 6,000 
soldiers to drive out the rebels in San Vin
cente (Philadelphia Inquirer, 5/31/83) 
.... Reporters were shown 600 captu red 
Cubans when they arrived in Grenada (In
quirer, 10/28/83). 



Some 100,000 graduates of foreign 
medical schools are practicing in the U.S., 
and 5,000 foreign graduates continue to 
arrive annually. Domestic medical 
schools graduate 16,000 doctors a year. 

# 

In 1984, $5.5 billion will be needed to 
repay interest and capital on Israel's $21.5 
bi II ion debt. 

# 

Controller Harrison Goldin of Zoo City 
has cancelled a $4 million sanitation con
sulting contract with an engineering firm, 
Gibbs and Hill, whose parent company 
was accused ot participaring in the Arab 
boycott of Israel. Although G & H has a 
Jewish president, the parent company, 
Dravo Corporation of Pittsburgh, appar
ently does not. Citibank, one of the na
tion's largest banks, has paid a fine of 
$232,000 for not reporting requests from 
Arab states to cooperate in the Arab boy
cott. 

# 

Last year 10,000 Americans needed a 
kidney, but only 5,000 were available. 
The shortage attracted Dr. Barry Rubin, 
who set up a company to buy kidneys for 
$10,000 and resell them for a $2,000 to 
$3,000 mark-up. The kidney business also 
seemed like a good thing to H. Barry Ja
cobs, who was found guilty of mail fraud 
in 1977. Dr. Jacobs, however, is a little 
greedier than Dr. Rubin. He will only pay 
$4,000 to $5,000 for kidneys, which he 
plans to resell for $8,000 to $10,000. 

John Efler has been charged by the FBI 
with stealing $5 million from Prudential
Bache Securities by funneling investment 
earnings into 5 phony bank accounts in 
Israel's Bank Leumi. 

# 

In the past 14 years in Northern Ireland, 
2,300 people have been killed, 24,000 
injured and vast amounts of property laid 
waste. So far the total cost to United King
dom taxpayers has been estimated at 
$16.4 billion. 

# 

The Rand Corporation claims that for 
every dollar paid to the injured and dis
abled as a result of asbestos litigation over 
the past years, 76ct went to lawyers. 

# 

In 1982, 40% of Finland's electricity 
was generated by nuclear power. France 
(39%), Sweden (39%), Belgium (30%), 
Switzerland (28%), Japan (20%), West 
Germany (17%), U.K. (16%) also produce 
more nuclear-generated electricity than 
the U.S. (13%). 

# 

Last year 450 buildings were set ablaze, 
killing 1 man and injuring 2 firefighters, 
during Detroit's "Devil's Night," the 
Motor City's idiosyncratic way of celebrat
ing Halloween. Most of the arson was the 
work of black teenagers. Principal targets 
were schools, apartment houses and vac
ant buildings. 

Bolivia has had the highest inflation rate 
(296.5%) of any "Western" country, ac
cording to to a recent study by the Interna
tional Labor Organization. Argentina 
came in second with 209.7%; Israel third, 
131.3%. Japan had the lowest, 1.8%. 

# 

Tuskeegee (Alabama) Mayor Johnny 
Ford, a black married to a white, claims 
200 black mayors in America "have con
trol of $20 billion or more." 

# 

Seth Lipsky, the Wall Streetjourna/'s for
eign editor, has proposed thatthe u.s. take 
in 250,000 Palestinians a yearfor 10 years 
-- a figure he believes would solve the 
Palestinian homeland problem. 

# 

C.B. Pennington, an 83-year-old Louisi
ana oil man, has given $125 million to 
Louisiana State University for disease pre
vention and to help "the poor children of 
the world." It's the largest donation ever 
made to an educational institution. 

# 

Since the 1930s the number of Catholics 
in England has doubled and is now nearly 
5 million. Although 30 million English 
have been baptized Anglicans, only 1.8 
million remain active in the church, com
pared to 3 million 25 years ago. 

# 

Firing squads shot more than 300 young 
British soldiers for desertion in WW I. 

Thanks to intensive plastic surgery, 
JOAN RIVERS looks a little like a Nordic, 
but her tone and manners are echt Bronx. 
In one of the most gaudy, overpriced eat
eries in Beverly Hills recently, guess who 
came to dinner with Joan and her hus
band, Edgar Rosenberg? The other mem
ber of the convivial threesome was REV. 
JERRY FALWELL. Ugh! 

CARL SAGAN, the anti-nuke kook, paid 
ex-wife Linda $6,000 a month while his 
messy divorce was in the courts. She is 
now suing him for an even bigger piece of 
the pie on the basis that some of hubby's 
million-dollar ideas (his book, Cosmos, 
and the TV series of the same name) came 
to him while they were married. It's 
enough to add a few wrinkles to that fa
mous convex profile the PBS audience has 
been seeing much too much of. 

EDWARD P. WOLFRAM JR. told the 
judge in Toledo that he "hated" himself 
for stealing from the brokerage firm Bell 
and Beckwith. But the broker still received 
25 years for engineering one of the largest 
brokerage failures in U.S. history -- $47 
million. 

California Republican Party Chairman 
Ed Reinecke has asked the state's Fair Po
litical Practices Commission to investigate 
WILLIE BROWN, the black Speaker of the 
Assembly. According to Reinecke, a for
mer lieutenant governor, Brown author
ized a secret $20,685 contract between 
the Assembly and GLORIA MOLINA (0
Los Angeles) during her successful 1982 
candidacy. Molina was supposed to have 
studied "women's health issues," but no 
study was forthcoming. The contract, 
Reinecke charged, was apparently intend
ed to pump funds into her campaign. 

JOHN H. WALLACE is the former Fair
fax County (Virginia) school administrator 
who tried last year to have Huckleberry 
Finn banned from English classes. Wal
lace, a black, has since moved to Chicago, 
set up the John H. Wallace and Sons Pub
lishing Company, rewritten Mark Twain's 
classic as Huckleberry Finn Adapted, and 
received 3,000 advance orders. "My book 
is so much better," says Wallace, who 
refers to Twain's original as "this trash" 
because it uses "racist language." 

Indiana U. ex-football player and recre
ation major DENVER SMITH, 24, recently 
joined the swelling list of blacks who, for 
no apparent reason, suddenly go bananas. 
As Smith was breaking up traffic, menac
ing motorists, smashing cars with a tire 
iron and generally creating mayhem in 
Bloomington, three policemen were dis
patched to the scene. They were nearly 
overpowered by the brutish Smith, who 
managed to get his finger on the trigger of 
one cop's pistol. He was scotched with 
four police shots. 
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BILLY JAMES HARGIS, now that his ho
mosexual escapades have faded into his
tory (he hopes), is back on the Christian 
circuit sending out massive mailings beg
ging for a "gift of $1 00 or more" to beef up 
his blitz against communism. He's also 
against abortion, drugs, the Federal Re
serve, and 1000% against all Arabs. In 
Hargis's eyes the Reagan government has 
erred grievously by not com i ng down even 
more heavily on the side of Israel. He 
warns that unless U.s. Mideast policy 
changes and changes fast, "the U.s. has 
less than 1,000 days left as a free nation." 

PRESIDENT REAGAN didn't show up in 
Philadelphia on October 6,1983, to com
memorate the 300th anniversary of the 
German presence in the U.S., even though 
President Carstens of the Bundesrepublik 
attended and even though the Germans 
are America's second largest white popu
lation group. 

HERB CAEN, the San Francisco Jewish 
columnist who once wrote how happy he 
was to hear that a killer hurricane was 
approaching Texas, recently took out his 
ethnic venom on another victim. In the 
San Francisco Chronicle (Oct. 14, 1983) 
appeared the following "Caenine" tidbit: 

In Redwood City, Dr. Allan Rosen
berg says he tried to train his German 
shepherd to fetch the Chronicle, "but 
she keeps running next door and steal
ing the Wall Street Journal. Is she trying 
to tell me something?" 

I'll tell you something, Dr.: never trust 
a German. 

Carroll Baker was a Nordic beauty who 
achieved a certain degree of fame in Hol
lywood during the late 50s and early 60s. 
The kosher moths flocked to the I ight, and 
one of them, director JACK GARFEIN, be
came her whilom husband and the father 
of her child, Hershel, who when he grew 
up criticized mama for never completing 
her "conversion to Judaism." Carroll also 
had a daughter with Garfein, Blanche 
Baker, who just married Bruce van Dusan. 
The wedding was followed by an ortho
dox Jewish reception, complete with bag
els, lox and cream cheese. Garfein, a con
centration camp inmate in WWII, com
mented it was "amazing how Garfeins 
keep marrying Gentiles." Blanche is quite 
a looker herself, but for obvious reasons 
she will never match her mother's beauty. 
In minority-laden America, the Aesthetic 
Prop seems to contain the seeds of its own 
destruction. 
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The single most powerful figure in Cali
fornia's entertainment industry may be 
JERRY WEINTRAUB, who seems to re
quire 40-telephones (each with six or sev
en lines) at his Malibu estate, "Blue Heav
en." Weintraub's company, Management 
III, is a clearinghouse for all the "top tal
ent" John Denver, Bob Dylan, Frank 
Sinatra, even Chinese boss Deng Xiaoping 
on his trip to America. Lately, Weintraub 
has been devoting some of his precious 
time to a mind-boggling project with the 
insufferable egomaniac ARMAND HAM
MER. When Weintraub and Hammer sat 
down to "make a deal" recently, the 
Washington Post reports, "What they ac
complished in ... 90 seconds will ulti
mately involve an intermingling of Ameri
can, Russian and Chinese culture on a 
scale never before attempted." 

"Brash" is the euphemism favored to 
describe 32-year-old LINDA YELLEN, 
who produced and directed the NBC doc
udrama version of the Jacobo Timerman 
saga earlier this year. The suitably stocky, 
balding and boisterous Ed Asner was orig
inally destined to play the Polish, Argen
tinian and now Israeli Timerman. Then 
Yellen or Asner had a change of heart and 
Richard Burton was sought for the post. 
Yellen said the only man polyandrous Liz 
Taylor married twice had the right "feel
ing." After all, didn't he once play Trotsky? 
When Burton turned out to be unavail
able, Yellen grabbed the lanky, handsome 
ROY SCHEIDER, who resembles Timer
man as closely as Ingrid Bergman resem
bled Golda Meir. 

~ 

BUDD (UWhat Makes Sammy Run?") 
SCHULBERG, who wrote the original 
script for the Timerman docudrama, was 
so appalled by the final product that he 
had his name yanked from the credits. Not 
to worry! Schulberg will be back in the 
NBC limelight shortly, since he is already 
hard at work on the network's Charles 
Lindbergh miniseries, which will un
doubtedly recast the Jekyll-and-Jekyll fig
ure as a Jekyll and Hyde. 

Back in 1979, New York Attorney Gen
eral Louis Lefkowitz obtained an injunc
tion preventing CORE (the Congress on 
Racial Equality) and its director, ROY IN
NIS, from soliciting funds from the public. 
Innis and CORE director of operations 
WENDALL GARRETT went on pan hand
ling, so both were slapped with $8,000 
fines. As of last September 23, neither had 
paid up, and arrest warrents were issued. 

U.S. District Judge JERRY L. BUCH
MEYER, a Carter appointee, shocked and 
demoralized the nation's law enforcement 
community recently by sentencing three 
ve~eran homicide detectives to five-year 
prison terms for "conspiring to violate the 
civil rights" of a black witness to a murder 
during his 45-minute interrogation. The 
Dallas jury which heard the case of the 
three New Orleans cops did not believe 
that actual beatings had occurred, but 
Judge Buchmeyer overruled their consid
ered opinion in imposing his unexpected
ly harsh punishment. 

When Jews do something wrong, there 
are always other Jews to rush to their de
fense to show mitigating circumstances or 
to deny that what happened did happen. 
For instance, Jonathan C. Randal in his 
recent book, Going All the Way -- Chris
tian Warlords, Israeli Adventurers and the 
War in Lebanon, wrote that Israeli soldiers 
defecated in churches, mosques, schools 
and hospitals (among other places) during 
Begin's Peace in Galilee campaign. Imme
diately, Harvard pedagogue DANIEL 
PIPES had a letter printed in the Wall Street 
Journal insinuating it was all a big lie. Ran
dal retorted that he had only reported what 
he had seen with his own eyes in Lebanon, 
while Pipes was lecturing at Harvard. 

America's sweetheart, MARY TYLER 
MOORE, 45, the part-Hispanic lass who 
played a liberated WASPess on a fairly 
clever TV sitcom, had a private audience 
with the Pope last year, along with her 
parents who are devout Catholics. It must 
not have made too much of an impression, 
because lately she's been taking instruc
tions in Judaism. Says a spokesperson, "It's 
possible she may be finding out about 
some Jewish traditions she's not familiar 
with." Miss Moore's interest in things Jew
ish may have been aroused or re-aroused 
by her newest (third) spouse, Dr. S. Robert 
Levine, 29. Her only son (by her first mar
riage) committed suicide at age 24. 

Robert Loftman and Matthew Harasek 
were Boy Scout chums in Queens, New 
York. About two years ago, Loftman was 
gunned down on the street by CLIFFORD 
SMITH, a 17-year-old black who received 
only five years on probation for the mur
der. Now Harasek, a 1966 March of 
Dimes poster boy who was born without a 
right hand, has been shot dead by black 
punks JOSEPH MARTINEZ and HENRY 
GOODISON. "Give us the box [radioL 
man," they had demanded, but the hard
working Harasek refused. So they shot him 
and, "like rats scurrying in the sewer, fled 
down the street," said the Weekly World 
News. 



Britain. From our man in the coulisses. 
The Labour Party has elected Neil Kinnoch 
as its leader. He has had practically no 
experience in government and is referred 
to as "the windy Welshman," although he 
does not speak a word of Welsh. His great
grandfather was a cobbler who moved 
from Wales to Perth. Consequently, Ken
noch's red hair has the light Scottish not 
the dark Welsh ti nt. One of Mrs. Thatch
er's great-grandfathers was also a cobbler, 
who moved from Cardiff to Lincolnshire. 
So was Lloyd George's maternal uncle, 
who raised the WWI prime minister from 
boyhood. The Kinnochs, Thatchers and 
Lloyd Georges all seemed particularly 
anxious to disobey the old proverb: "Cob
bler, stick to your last." Surprisingly, Kin
noch opposes Welsh devolution (inde
pendence), although it is Labour policy. 

The Young Conservatives have brought 
out a report claiming large-scale infiltra
tion into the Tory Party by "Fascists." As 
George Young of the Monday Club point
ed out, most of their alleged facts were 
taken from Searchlight, a minority racist 
hate sheet put out by Marxists, some of 
whom have been prosecuted for breaking 
and entering. It would have been more 
correct to say that Communists and Trot
skyites were infiltrating the Tories. 

Harvey Proctor made an attempt at the 
Tory conference to push nonwhite repatri
ation. He chose a very bad time as the 
Conservatives were going overboard to 
avoid controversy as a result of the Cecil 
Parkinson affair, which involved the im
pregnation of his secretary by the Conserv
ative Party chairman, the man most re
sponsible for Mrs. Thatcher's triumph at 
the polls. (Parkinson had to resign. Every
body abandoned him but his wife!) Never
theless, Proctor garnered a lot of publicity 
for his daring proposal. This reminds me 
that when I and some friends visited David 
Waddington, the minister of state at the 
Home Office, he told us he was thinking of 
giving large repatriation grants to any 
brown or black who wanted to go back 
where he came from. At the conference, 
however, he waxed indignant at the "bar
barity of such an idea." He has just re
tu rned from Bangladesh where he prom
ised relatives of the Bangladeshis already 
in Britain that he will let them in more 
quickly. 

* * * 
One of our newspapers recently com

mented that Isaac Wolfson, the Jewish 
multimillionaire, is the only person be
sides jesus Christ to have a college named 
after him at both Oxford and Cambridge. 

* * * 
In the Spanish Civil War (Grenada 

1982), author David Mitchell mentions 
that the French Resistance in southern 
France consisted largely of Spanish Re
publican refugees who had fled there in 
1939. This explains the ferocious massa
cres of collaborators. With their bull-ring 
mentality, Spaniards killed Frenchmen at a 
rate that shocked Frenchmen who killed 
Frenchmen. 

* * * 
At the moment there seems to be a wave 

of anti-Americanism, which interestingly 
is linked up with anti-Zionism. It is as 
though the U.s. is being used by Britons as 
a stalking horse to attack Israel. 

BBC Radio 4, commenting on the shoot
i ng down of two u.s. planes by Syrians, 
wondered that reconnaissance planes 
should fly so low. Israeli reconnaissance 
pilots, it was said, always fly high. The 
reporter hinted darkly that the relatively 
slow Navy planes had been ordered to fly 
low so they wou Id be shot down, thereby 
giving the American media an excuse to 
whip up hatred against Syria. Another 
commentator, reporting on the proclama
tion of independence by North Cyprus, 
mused, "The relationship between Turkey 
and North Cyprus is rather like that bet
ween the U.s. and Israel-- the tail wags the 
dog!" 

* * * 
The British Museum recently held a 

much-praised exhibition, "The japanese 
Prints of 1900." The work of Tetsuya Noda 
was signaled out for special commenda
tion. Noda, a convert to judaism, is mar
ried to an Israeliess. 

France. There is one very murky period 
in the early career of Fran<;ois Mitterrand, 
the contemporary president of France. As 
prisoner of the Germans in World War II, 
he escaped with relative ease and returned 
to France, where in 1943 he was awarded 
the Francisque, a decoration created by 
the Petai n government to reward its most 
ardent supporters. To qualify for the 
award, the recipient had to "have prac
ticed before the war a form of national and 
social activity that conformed to the prin
ciples of the National Revolution" (the 
Petain revolution, that is). The recipient 
also had to "manifest after the war an ac
tive attachment to the work and the person 
of the MarshaL" 

One more requirement had to be met by 
Mitterrand before he received the Fran
cisque (the 2,202nd issued). He had to get 
two sponsors. One was Simon Arbellot de 
Vacqueur, ultraconservative director of 
the Vichy press office, a rather strange 
duck to be such a close friend of a man 
who would eventually become France's 

#1 liberal and socialist. The second was 
Gabriel Jeantet, a onetime member of the 
anti-Semitic, royalist Action Fran<;aise -
an even stranger person for Mitterrand to 
have as a friend. With two such sponsors 
Mitterrand had no problem getting his 
Francisque. 

It is interesting to speculate to what ide
ology and party Mitterrand would now be 
giving his allegiance if Germany had won 
the war. 

* * * 
Thirty-nine years ago the neighbors of 

Esther Albouy cut off her hair, spat upon 
her and paraded her naked through the 
streets of Saint-Flour, France, because she 
had "fraternized" with German soldiers 
during Hitler's occupation. After the trau
matic public humiliation, Mlle. Albouy 
was taken in hand by her parents and 
never allowed out in daylight again, 
though they did occasionally let her walk 
about the yard at night while tied to a 
leather leash. After her parents died, she 
never again poked her head outside the 
door. Recently police interrupted her 39
year seclusion by breaking into her house, 
where they found the decomposed body 
of Remy, a brother who had died of natural 
causes some three years previously. Mlle. 
Albouy, now 61, and another brother, Hu
bert, 48, were taken to a hospital for psy
chiatric tests. 

Northern Europe. From a circumambu
lating Instaurationist. A two-and-a-half 
month trip through Northern Europe last 
summer made it quite apparent to me that 
the racial instincts of the people there are 
more atrophied than those of our own Ma
jority. In every large city I visited in West 
Germany's American sector, there was the 
inevitable American black soldier with a 
German girl -- usually blonde. A steady 
American movie and TV diet which glori
fies nonwhites and demeans whites, to
gether with a campaign to associate racism 
with Nazism, adds to the incentive to date 
blacks. 

Aside from the large population of 
Turks, there are relatively few Asians in 
West Germany. During a tour of the castle 
at Heidelberg, the guide explained that its 
chapel had been, over the centuries, al
ternately Protestant and Catholic. It was 
restored after WW II by the Cathol ic 
Church, but the Protestants claimed they 
had a right to continue using it. A com
promise opened it up to all religious 
groups. Now Buddhist weddings are fre
quently performed in the ancient chapel. 

Liberalism is the dominant and unargu
able creed of the Second Weimar Repub
lic. Nationalism has been driven into the 
closet. One-third of the live births in West 
Berlin are the products of Turkish parents. 
Several streets have been named after 
Martin Luther King Jr., primarily in Prot
estant areas. One girl I met had a poster of 
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the "I Have a Dream" speech on her wall. 
Repulsive leather-vested punkers (includ
ing females with Mohawk haircuts, multi
colored hair, rings painted around the 
eyes) are to be seen on big-city street cor
ners. 

A German couple tried to describe to 
me what it was like for them to live for 
three years across the street from an Amer
ican barracks, which was over 60% black. 
Their car was vandalized six times, their 
ears blasted at all hours by high-decibel 
rock, and their feelings of security severly 
shaken by the nagging question of how 
such a rabble (black and white) could ever 
defend their country from the Soviet 
Union. 

* * * 

Sweden's minorities are mostly Greek 
and Turkish with relatively few blacks. As 
usual, it is mostly the females who stray 
from the racial fold. I chanced to meet a 
young man from a small town in southern 
Sweden who had lived in tne U.S. for a 
year on a cultural exchange program. He 
had stayed with a wealthy family in the 
Washington, D.C., suburbs, and was so 
turned off by the "shallow" lives of his 
hedonistic hosts that he requested a 
change of family in mid-year. His second 
family lived in the "interior," as he called 
it, where he was surprised to see small 
towns with small, comfortable houses and 
occupants who acted like "real people." 
He liked this "other America" much bet
ter. I tried to explain to him that the "other 
America" was the traditional America, the 
seedbed of a once strong and once pros
perous u.s. 

Before he came to this country, he said 
he held the common Swedish attitude to
ward blacks, i.e., purehearted, good and 
noble folk who had been unjustly oppres
sed by slavers, bigots and racist overseers. 
After observing crowds of blacks in action 
in New York and Washington, he changed 
his mind. Upon returning to his homeland 
he tried (choosing his words very careful
ly) to pass on to Swedes his altered opin
ion. His words were brushed off as "pre
judice." The young people on the streets 
of Stockholm, he said, are like "actors in 
costumes, portraying their version of 
Americans," as derived from the only im
age of America with which they are famil
iar that provided by American movies 
and television. 

* * 

After hearing reports that Norway was 
relatively unspoiled and had limited the 
importation of guest workers, I was not 
prepared for what I saw in Oslo. Before the 
immigration restrictions, Norway had al
ready let in large numbers of aliens and 
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Third World students. Most are from Paki
stan, India, Sri Lanka, Greece and Italy, 
though there is a fair representation of 
black Africans. 

In one six-hour period on a Saturday 
afternoon in Oslo I counted six couples 
(Norwegian males, Mongoloid or Mideast 
females), eight couples (mulatto males, 
Norwegian females), six couples (black 
males, Norwegian females). The feelings 
such sights engender are similar to those 
engendered by watching helplessly as 
children eat rat poison. 

One evening I attended what might best 
be described as a street circus. The largest 
crowd milled around a flute player. A mid
dle-sized crowd watched some singing 
evangelists. A smaller group fluttered 
around some dancing Hare Krishnas. I 
spoke to two Norwegian girls about the 
dangers posed by alien peoples to their 
clean, efficient, prosperous, low-crime na
tion. One of them, a six-foot, flaxen-haired 
beauty, insisted that the aliens introduced 
cultural benefits. "They bring new im
pulses here." What began as a friendly 
conversation ended abru ptly as they 
walked off in a huff. 

Much of the problem can be glimpsed 
in the countenances of an Oslo couple 
taking a Sunday afternoon stroll. She, a 
tall, attractive, well-dressed blonde was 
accompanied by a black male carrying a 
little mulatto on his shoulder. The young 
woman walked proudly, her head held 
high. After all, she had made it. She was a 
possessor of the black badge of brother
hood, the ultimate expression of Christian 
love. 

I wandered about Oslo in deep depres
sion, wondering how Norway could be 
saved. My answer: Only a regenerated 
Majority America could stop Northern Eu
rope's auto-genocide, yet present-day 
America could only sanction squashing an 
instauration of sanity in any European 
country. The U.s. is a major cause of the 
problem. The real question is: How can 
America be saved? 

Switzerland. From a subscriber. I was in 
Zurich this summer and was appalled by 
the changes that had taken place since I 
was last there about two years ago. Many 
of the buildings, statues and benches are 
spray-painted with anti-American slogans. 
All along the beautiful walk through the 
chestnut trees by the lake the kids are bra
zenly taking dope with no attempt to hide 
their activities. Even in New York or in 
Amsterdam during the early 70s, I had 
never seen anyone "mainlining," but 
these youngsters share a common needle, 
only ri nsing it out in the fountain between 
uses. I watched one boy take a hit and fall 
off the bench he was sitting on. As I passed 

by, his girlfriend was trying to revive him. 
Evidently it is not against Swiss law to take 
the stuff once you own it. The police are 
only interested in pushers. I asked several 
Swiss businessmen about these horrifying 
changes, but they were reluctant to discuss 
the matter. The other change that didn't sit 
well with me was an apparent influx of 
blacks, not very many, to be sure, but in 
Switzerland even a few are noticeable. 
And, of course, there were the usual mixed 
couples, unfailingly holding hands. 

Soviet Union. Two of the biggest names 
in American Jewish history are those of 
Stephen S. Wise and Lou is Brandeis. Rabbi 
Wise, a leader of Reform Judaism and co
founder of the American Jewish Congress, 
addressed the AJC on June 12, 1938: 

American Jews must not make the 
tragic mistake that the German Jews 
made in pretending to be German and 
not Jews. I am not an American of Jewish 
faith. I am a Jew. I am an American and 
have been an American for 60 years, but 
I have been a Jew for 4,000 years. Hitler 
was right in one thing. He calls Jews a 
race, and we are a race! 

Brandeis, the Supreme Court justice, 
said much the same thing in a letter dated 
June8, 1915: "Jewsareadistinctnational
ity of which every Jew, whatever his coun
try, his station or his shade of belief, is 
necessarily a member." On June 5,1916, , 
following vigorous opposition in the Sen
ate, the author of the less-than-candid 
book Other People's Money, and How the 
Bankers Use It (1914) took his seat on the 
high bench. 

For some reason, the kinds of things that 
prominent Jews say with impunity pro
voke ugly international scenes when Gen
tiles say them. How was the Soviet histor
ian Lev Korneyev to know that his preface 
to The Class Essence of Zionism -- which 
calls Jewry "a fifth column in any coun
try," and speaks of their "double loyalty" 

would make the Washington Post editor
ial writers (those open admirers of Bran
deis and Rabbi Wise) shriek, "gutter ra
cism"? Actually, Korneyev has studied 
Jewry all the way back to the ancient world 
and knew quite well what to expect. Nor 
cou Id he have been taken aback by the 
international outcry -- of was it the i nterna
tionalist outcry? raised over his latest 
work for the publishing house of Pravda, 
entitled On the Path of Aggression and 
Racism. In it, Korneyev makes this official
ly-sanctioned claim: 

The infamous Zionist juggling with 
the facts about the victims of Hitlerism 
casts doubt on the figure current in the 
press of six million Jews allegedly ex
terminated during the Second World 
War, which cannot be regarded as sci
entifically substantiated. 

It was increased by the Zionists two
fold or threefold at the very least. 

1 



The London Jewish Chronicle goes so 
far as to call Korneyev's booklet "a coun
terpart of [Richard Harwood'sl pamphlet, 
Did SIX MillIOn Really Ole?" That is an 
exaggeratIon, because Harwood says 
there was no German plan to kill Europe's 
jews, while Korneyev says there was a 
plan and that only the timely assistance 
given the Jews by "Soviet and Polish pa
triots and partisans" kept it from going 
very far. 

An Instauratton subscriber tried some 
tIme ago to obtain hIS own copy of the 
Russian anti-holocaust booklet, and may 
only have succeeded in having his request 
i ntecepted by the u.s. government. The 
Institute of jewish AffaIrs, whIch had no 
trouble obtaining the booklet pronto, says 
it will be issuing an "interpretation" of it 
soon, and we may have to settle for that. 

Being a true-blue internationalist does 
make communication a lot simpler. Every 
year, hundreds of thousands of personal 
letters pass between America/s 2.59C 
(1983 estimate) JewIsh minority and Rus
sIa's 1st Jewish minority (see below), 
while one must assume almost no person
al messages go between the two Gentile 
majorities. Still, Seymour P. Lachman, 
writing in the New York Times, is almost 
frantic about an alleged breakdown in 
contact. His solution: "all democratic 
countnes" with embassies In Moscow 
should "be encouraged" to meet regularly 
with Russia's Jewish dissidents, "thus fo
cusing on their condition and decreasing 
their isolation." As usual, the good old 
u.s.A. has set the Ideal precedent: 

[The Jewish "refuseniks"] still have a 
lifeline to the outside world because the 
American Government has asked mem
bers of its diplomatic corps in the Soviet 
Union to establish regular and sustained 
contact with Itheml This on-going ex
pression of concern and solidarity has 
helped give the refuseniks a sense ot 
dignity and an awareness that they are 
not alone 

The refuseniks' isolation could be fur
ther broken and spirits raised if diplo
mats from other nations. were to es
tablish similar contacts with them. 

It must be nice knowing that "the world 
cares." Alas forthe eternally anxious Jews, 
they know just how dreadfully much arm
twisting, campaign pump-priming, and 
other forms of "encouragement" are 
needed to bring forth that "concern." 

It's a vast, cold, cruel world out there -
even if you're Jewish. Maybe the Jews 
should settle down in one cozy corner of 
it, like other peoples do. 

An article on the Soviet Union by John 
Wheeldon in the Weekend Australian 
Magazine (July 9,1983) contained several 
surprising observations. "If there had been 
no Jews," he began, "there would prob

ably have been no October Revolution 
and the Russian empire would not have 
been transformed into the USSR." Quite 
true. But Wheeldon then sounded a pro
foundly discordant note: 

In the Soviet Union's two largest cit
ies, Moscow and Leningrad, there are 
substantial Jewish populations. I was 
given estimates that in Moscow it is 
somewhere between one-quarter and 
one-third of the total; official tallies are 
considerably lower. 

Indeed they are! Officially, Moscow is 
only 3% Jewish (between 220,000 and 
280,000 in a population of 7.8 million). "If 
appearances are a reliable guide," contin
ued Wheeldon, "there seems to be a sig
nificant number of Jews going about their 
business in these two cities." 

If even the lower of the estimates given 
to Wheeldon is correct and one-fourth of 
Moscow's population is Jewish, then 
about 1.7 million of the missing 6 million 
has been accounted for. Leningrad's al
legedly undercounted Jewish population 
might add several hundred thousand 
more. 

* 

The German mass-circulation Bild Zeit
ung reported a strange purchase order that 
was recently sent from the Kremlin to the 
West German firm of Thyssen. It was an 
order for the construction of two spiral 
runways for a wheelchair, with the specifi
cation that Soviet technicians would be 
solely responsible for their installation. 
The Bild Zeitung speculated that one of 
these spiral (stairless) staircases would per
mit someone with paralyzed legs An
dropov, for instance -- to be wheeled from 
his Kremlin apartment to his office on the 
floor below. The second would allow this 
someone obviously a high Soviet official 
-- to board an airplane. 

South Africa. On November 2, the na
tion's white electorate endorsed Prime 
Minister Pieter Botha's new constitution 
by a 65% majority. The Liberal Progressive 
Federal Party opposed the constitution be
cause it establ ishes two parliamentary 
bodies for South Africa's 800,000 Indians 
and 2,800,000 Coloureds, while denying 
any representation to blacks. Whites, 
however, by means of a strong executive 
and their own chamber, will be able to 
continue to call the shots. The Conserva
tive Party of Dr. Andries Treurnicht cam
paigned against the new constitution be
cause he said it would take the country 
toward eventual black rule, which would 
be equivalent to "white suicide." About 
one-third of both Liberals and Conserva
tives defected from their parties' positions 
and voted "yes," thus giving Botha and his 
National Party a larger victory than ex

pected. Many If not most of South Africa/s 
120,000 Jews also voted "yes," though the 
richest Jews, led by diamond king Harry 
Oppenheimer, were opposed because 
blacks would be excluded from govern
ment, except in theirten tribal homelands. 

Botha wasted no time calling the vote a 
mandate for "evolutionary reform." Iron
Ically, so many young Indians and Col
oureds have rejected the new constitution 
as "tokentsm" that their elders are now 
finding It dangerous to speak about it In 

public. Young Afrikaners are nearly as rad
ical, but have positioned themselves on 
the "fight side" of the political and racial 
spectrum. They are the one age group 
shown by the polls to have grave and col
lective doubts about Botha's mollycodd
ling. 

* * 

One victor In the recent South African 
vote was Western "public oplnton," 
which has been urging the replacement of 
the white government with a black "de_ 
mocracy." Also pushing South Africa 
away from apartheid and in the direction 
of racial chaos are various black activist 
organizations and their Jewish and Soviet 
allies. Instaurationists might do well to 
know more about these groups. Their 
cou nterparts may soon appear in America. 

The South African destabilization 
movement started back in 1912 when 
black lawyers organized the South African 
Native National Congress to press for an 
integrated South Africa. The SANNC 
shortened its name to the South African 
National Congress (SANC) in 1925, but 
made little progress until 1940. In 1943, it 
shortened its name again to the African 
National Congress (ANO and decided to 
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accept whites and coloureds as members. 
The radical arm of the ANC was its Youth 
League, which became quite active in the 
early 1960s with a "defiance campaign" 
that included large public demonstrations. 

In 1959 a faction that wanted no collab
oration with any white-led group, specifi
cally the South African Communist party, 
spun off from the ANC. It called itself the 
Pan African Congress. As the two organi
zations became more radical in vying for 
black support, both were formally banned 
in April 1960, one month after the uprising 
in Sharpeville (69 blacks killed), under 
South Africa's Suppression of Commu
nism Act. In 1961 the ANC, now head
quartered outside of South Africa, de
manded that the South African govern
ment call a national convention that 
would lead to black majority rule. 

On December 6, 1961, the ANC estab
lished a military arm (Umkhonto We 
Sizwe) with the mission of engaging in 
warfare and terrorism against South Africa. 
In 1969 the ANC formally announced it 
would intensify its activities and invited all 
coloureds and Asians to join the armed 
struggle. It also stated it would form al
liances with neighboring Marxist organi
zations in Rhodesia, Mozambique and 
Angola. In other words, the ANC decided 
to link up with various Soviet-led Com
munist parties in countries neighboring 
South Africa. This was no surprise since 
many Communists already occupied lead
ership positions in the organization. joe 
Siovo, a Lithuanian jew generally consid
ered to be Moscow's top man in Africa, 
was and is a member of the ANC National 
Executive Committee and, despite the re
cent murder of his jewish wife, Ruth First, 
is still deputy chief of the UWS terrorist 
gang. The ANC seemed to come to life 
after the Soweto riots in 1976, when there 
were hundreds of black fatalities. Since 
1979, ANC bombs and bullets have been 
responsible for the partial destruction of 
several South African installations, includ
ing an oil refinery. The latest act of ter
rorism was the car bomb (May 20, 1983) 
in Pretoria that killed 19 (8 blacks) and 
wounded 216 on a crowded street outside 
the headquarters of the South African Air 
Force. Whenever such events occur, the 
South Africans launch a retaliatory raid on 
ANC training camps in neighboring black 
countries, which are becoming ever more 
reluctant to shelter ANC guerrillas. (The 
United Nations, incidentally, gives $9.7 
million a year to the ANC.) 

As for the outlawed South African Com
munist Party, in 1928 it reported that 
1,600 of its 1,750 members were white. 
After the 1928 directive of the Moscow
financed Third International, which stated 
that the SACP's white bourgeois leaders 
(mostly jews) must be replaced by native 
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blacks, the membership soon shrank to 
150. Nevertheless, in 1946 the SACP, still 
dominated by whites, managed to secure 
control of the ANC leadership. In june 
1961, when Khrushchev laid out a prog
ram for the eventual Russian domination 
of South Africa, Soviet and East German 
arms, money and military advisors began 
to flow into black terrorist groups. Today 
the SACP and the ANC are practically syn
onymous. 

Part of the Communist strategy rests on 
the participation of Cuban troops in pro
tecting and aiding Marxist regimes in black 
Africa. The latest U.5. State Department 
count (Aug. 1982) shows 25,000 military 
and 6,000 civilian Cubans in Angola, 
13,000 military and 600 civilian Cubans 
in Ethiopia. 

In 1960 the Southwest Africa's Peoples 
Organization (SWAPO) was founded for 
the military takeover of South-West Africa 
(Namibia), still held by the South African 
government under a long-expired League 
of Nations mandate. SWAPO's main back
ers are the Soviet Union and East Ger
many. The State Department estimates that 
SWAPO, which each year religiously cele
brates Lenin's birthday, receives about 
90% of its military support and 60% of its 
overall support from the Communist bloc. 
It gets $30 million a year from the United 
Nations. 

China. Racism continues to flourish in 
the People's Republic. On September 5, 
new rules were adopted forbidding any 
citizens who do "important work" to mar
ry foreigners. The regulations were word
ed so broadly that almost no college-edu
cated Chinese can now intermarry. Those 
Chinese "receiving re-education through 
labor" are also forbidden to marry foreign
ers. Today all that a party functionary 
needs to do with a stubborn xenophilous 
Ch i nese is send him or her to a labor camp 
until the illicit romance blows over. 

* * 

Eleven "naturalized Chinese citizens of 
foreign descent" were members of the 
sixth national committee of the Chinese 
People's Political Consultative Confer
ence. Among these old Red China hands 
were Sidney Shapiro, an American lawyer 
married to a Chinese drama critic; Israel 
Epstein, born in Poland, a journalist; and 
Ruth Weiss, born in Austria, another jour
nalist. The news doesn't necessarily con
tradict the generally accepted notion that 
China is the only country that has ever 
been able to assimilate its jewish popula
tion. Nevertheless, it'sdifficulttothinkofa 
Shapiro, an Epstein or a Weiss feeling 
more Sinitic than Semitic. 

Mexico. Since 1929, our southern 
neighbor has been effectively a one-party 
state. But the ruling Institutional Revolu
tionary Party (PRI) suffered its de
feats ever in local elections held on july 3 
in five of Mexico's 31 states. The opposi
tion National Action Party (PAN), favored 
by businessmen who see a Moscow-ward 
drift in recent events, won the mayoral 
races in Durango, Chihuahua and juarez. 
Although the PRI collected 1,250,000 of 
the total 1,800,000 votes cast, it was still 
an impressive showing by PAN, whose 
candidates had the entire weight of gov
ernment propaganda against them. 

Many Mexicans are ready for something 
different following the disastrous econom
ic downtu rn of the past two years, and the 
unprecedented graft and violent crime ac
companying it. During the first four 
months of 1983, automobile thefts in Mex
ico City more than doubled compared 
with the same period a year earlier. Burg
laries, rape and fraud increased by 60%. A 
wave of kidnappings led many private 
schools to forbid students to get off buses 
unless an adu It was waiting for them. Even 
in Nezahualcoyotl, a poor area, the wo
men now walk only in groups when they 
go out for milk at dawn. 

Most alarming are the street gangs who 
attack people without stealing anything. 
"'vVe have not seen this kind of angry 
young men before," says a municipal offi
cial. And the young men will probably be 
getting much angrier in the years to come, 
because there is not the remotest chance 
of finding work for most of them. Each year 
new jobs must be created for 2 million 
you ng Mexicans, although even at the 
peak of the oil boom in the 1970s, there 
were only 500,000 new job openings a 
year. This year the Mexican economy ac
tually lost half a million iobs. The solution, 
according to the self-serving Center for 
Economic and Social Studies of the Third 
World, is that the u.s. will "need" about 
20 million additional Mexican immigrants 
during the next 15 years, because of an 
alleged "decline in the u.s. population." 

Ponderable Quote 

Los Angeles is ready to rape Needles. 
[The Colorado River Board] is urging us to 
abandon our little desert community and 
relocate so that we can lie down in the 
green pastures of Los Angeles with whores, 
pimps, burglars, rapists and murderers 
while the board steals our meager water 
supply in order to keep those fine people's 
thirst quenched. 

Lee Perry, editor 
Needles Desert Star 



livingston's Birthday 
In 1986, the first year the nation will be 

forced to observe Martin Luther King Jr. 
Day, let us celebrate January 15 not as 
King's birthday, but as that of Philip Living
ston (1716-1778). Although not too well 
known, he is the greatest American to be 
born on that day. A member of one of New 
York State's oldest and most disinguished 
families, he served in the Continental Con
gress and signed the Declaration of Inde
pendence. The most famous of all men or 
women born on January 15 was the great
est of all musical geniuses, Mozart. But 
except for the nativity of jesus Christ, 
American birthdate holidays have been re
served for people born south of the Ma
son-Dixon line -- a white president who 
was first in the hearts of his countrymen 
and a black preacher who was first in the 
hearts of the media. So, come January 15, 
1986, when liberals are whooping it up for 
King, let us quietly honor Livingston -- very 
quietly, because by that time it may actu
ally become a crime to take the name of 
Rev. King in vain. (Actually, King's birth
day will be celebrated on the third Mon
day in january, so let's make that day "Liv
ingston Monday.") 

Helms Should Start Third Party 
At present 10 candidates are gearing up 

to ru n for governor of North Carol ina, the 
office that will be vacated by Democrat 
Jim Hunt after he runs Jesse Helms 
for the Senate this coming November. 
Hunt is almost, but not quite, a New 
Southerner -- almost but not quite a Carter 
lookalike and do-alike, on whom the me
dia and the liberal-minority coalition are 
counting to blast Helms out of politics for 
all time. How Hunt will conduct his cam
paign was shown all too clearly when he 
was asked to take a stand on the Martin 
Luther King holiday. He was for it, of 
cou rse, but he refused to comment on 
Helms's opposition to it. To put it other
wise, he's gOing to play it fairly cool. If he 
attacks Helms too loudly for his stand 
against King's canonization, he'll make 
the senator even more of a hero in the eyes 
of Old Southerners. In that event, despite 
the all-out support of Carter Democrats 
and blacks, Hunt may go down to defeat. 
In any case, the outcome will be interest
ing. 

Of all the 10 announced gubernatorial 
candidates, only Glenn Miller, head Klux
er of the Carolina Knights of the Ku Klux 
Klan (Rt I, Box 386, Angier, NC 27501), 
came down heavily on the side of the 
whites, while most of the others were 
wimpishly praising the blacks. Miller is 
running as a Democrat. He has less 
chance of winning than a snowball in hell 
has of not melting. But it gives him an 

opportunity to partiCipate in candidate 
diSCUSSions and debates. He figures it is 
worth it, even if he is assassinated, maimed 
or entrapped in the process. 

Already the media are coming out with 
editorial and front-page innuendos that 
Helms will not be reelected. Who knows? 
Whatever happens, it bids fair to be the 
most dramatic senatorial contest of 1984. 
No matter what I nstauration ists th i nk of 
Jesse, no matter how much they may have 
reservations about his cornball religosity 
and his anti-abortion nonsense (in case the 
senator doesn't know it, every new black 
voter is an automatic anti-Helms voter), he 
has dared to criticize U.s. subservience to 
Israel and his was the strongest voice 
against enshrining Rev. King in the Ameri
can pantheon. 

In our opinion, what Helms should real
ly do is run for president on a third-party 
ticket. He would draw off enough votes 
from Reagan to ensure Bonnie Ronnie's 
defeat and thereby teach the Republicans 
a lesson they would not be likely to 
-- that Republican candidates can't go on 
forever getting elected by promising con
servatives the moon during the campaign 
and then reneging on 509c to 759'c of what 
they promised, once they take office. This 
political ruse is getting so old it is 
n i ng to smell to h rgh heaven. 

Star Wars Defense 
Tens of millions of Americans saw The 

Day; After (see page 13)' but at least half of 
them must have tuned out before it was 
over or have been lulled to by the 
artificial language that passes for 
A more lively, more convincing and more 
constructive docudrama might have been 
devoted to High Frontier, an anti-nuclear 
defense system that is a sensible and prac
tical strategy to make a Soviet first nuclear 
strike all but impossible. 

HIgh Frontier is a do-able project, laid 
out in detail in We Must Defend Amenca 
by Lt. Gen. Daniel O. Graham (Regnery 
Gateway, Chicago, 1983), It is designed to 
supplant the present MAD (read it in both 
lower and upper case) policy of Mutual 
Assu red Destruction, the deterrence of a 
Soviet conventional or nuclear attack on 
Western Europe or the United States by the 
threat of massive H-bomb retaliation on 
Russian cities. General Graham, formerly 
director of the Defense I ntell igence 
cy, says his project would deny "the So
viets a nuclear first strike capability with
out deploying one U.S. nuclear weapon./I 
Here's how High Frontier would work: 

(a) 432 satellites would be placed 300 
mi les above the earth by the Space Shuttle, 
which could carry 12 at a time. The satel
lites, each equipped with 40 to 50 small 
interceptor rockets, would detect Soviet 

missiles as far away as 1,000 miles, a dis
tance that would give them more than 
enough time to track the missiles accurate
ly and target them for destruction by the 
rockets, which would explode in a cloud 
of "buckshot" 25 feet in diameter on or 
prior to impact. Just one pellet would be 
enough to destroy a Soviet missile because 
of the tremendous kinetic energy built up 
in the missile's and the interceptor rocket's 
velocities. This phase of High Frontier, 
which Graham calls Global Ballistic Mis
sile Defense I, could be developed fairly 
inexpensively in five to six years with oif
the-shelf technology, and would cost $15 
billion. Some satellites could be in opera
tion within two or three years. 

(b) Phase II of High Frontier would be a 
"second generation space-borne de

"which would rely on satellites with 
more advanced heat-seeking interceptor 
rockets which could destroy Soviet mis
siles from the first seven minutes after 
launch to the full half-hour it takes them to 
reach the U.S. This GMBD II would frag
ment 809c or more of 209(- to 50S( of the 
missiles that got through GBMD I defens
es. On the off chance they could be de
veloped in time, interceptors might even 
be used to make a "nuclear pump" whose 
blast would send out high-power X-ray 
laser beams. The laser, non-nuclear Star 
Wars G BMD II system would take 10 years 
to deploy and would cost approximately 
$5 billion. 

(c) Because of the time necessary to im
plement both GBMD projects, an interim 
anti-nuclear defense would be installed 
immediately, with a radar net in every mis
sile silo. The radar would direct a swarm of 
thousands of small nonexplosive rockets 
or a pairof newly developed 30 millimeter 
Gatlin-type guns at an incoming missile. 
One hit by one small rocket or one slug 
from the rapid-fi re gu ns wou Id destroy the 
approaching missile one kilometer from 
the target. Graham asserts that this ground 
defense system could be operative almost 
immediately at a cost of $10 million per 
silo or a total of $1 billion for 100 silos 
considerably cheaper than the $20-$60 
bi II ion price tag for the proposed MX sys
tems. Once the GBMD I and II defenses 
were in place, the ground defense system 
cou Id be phased out. 

On paper High Frontier looks pretty 
good. Perhaps that's the reason it has pro
voked little interest in the welfare-oriented 
Democratic Party, which controls the 
purse strings that have to be unloosened to 
fund it. President Reagan is only tepidly for 
it, and the nuclear freezers, of course, are 
totally against it. At any rate, a docudrama 
based on the split-second destruction of 
incoming Soviet missiles by marvels of 
new space technology would certainly be 
more uplifting -- and entertaining -- than 
The Day After, which ghoulishly and de-
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spairingly focused on the annihilation of 
an entire American city by a successful 
Soviet nuclear attack. 

Majority Hams Make Waves 
The Voice of Tomorrow is an electronic 

congerie of anonymous radio operators 
who are taking to the ether to broadcast 
messages of cheer and hope to Majority 
activists. Cassettes containing news, mu
sic, adrenalin-raising speeches and gene
ral info of interest to Dispossessed Major
ityites are needed to keep the broadcasts 
sc inti Ilati ngly earworthy. 

Owners of short-wave radios can tune 
in to the 6240 kHz and 7410 kHz frequen
cies weekend evenings and nights, and the 
5050 kHz frequency weekend evenings 
and days. If they do, they wi II probably 
hear things never before heard on their 
receivers. No liberal-minority agitprop, no 
idiotic commercials, none of the lowbrow 
antiwhite muckraking that constitutes so 
much of regular programming. 

For more information, write to Voice of 
Tomorow, Box 786, Bristol, VA 24203. 
We are told this is an entirely volunteer 
effort. If it is as good as it sounds (we can't 
afford a short-wave radio to find out), it is a 
most innovative and commendable effort. 
It might be added, however, that since the 
FCC's principal mission is to never let one 
single electromagnetic wave contain a 
shred of truth, the Voice of Tomorrow may 
be running into legal problems before to
morrow comes. Underground radio sta
tions broadcasting news without the pe
remptory liberal-minority slant would 
send the government, the FCC and the 
super-censorious ADL into a tizzy. The last 
thing these "free speech advocates" want 
in this country is free speech. 

White Student Groups Heraus 
There have been several attempts to 

form white student groups on American 
college campuses in recent years, none 
with any palpable success. The worst ex
perience has probably been that encoun
tered by the Wh ite Student Union at Amer
ican River College in Sacramento, Cali
fornia. There, where all sorts of minority 
and liberal student groups thrive and agi
tate, the White Student Union has been 
treated as a Brahmin would treat a pariah. 
Indeed, Greg Withrow, the founder of the 
WSU has been on the receiving end of 
physi~al violence, which he, an expert in 
Kung Fu, returned in kind. On one occa
sion, he gave much more than he took and 
he spent six months in jail. His attackers, of 
course, were never charged, even though 
he says he knows their names. One was a 
member of the Jewish Defense League, 
another was some kind of deviant Trotsky
ite. 

Once when Withrow's group tried to 
hold a meeting, it was broken up by hooli
gans led by a black professor of history. 
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vVhenever the WSU asked for accredita
tion, which is given without question to 
other campus groups, the administration 
turned the request down, although for a 
short time it was allowed to operate on a 
probationary period. The head of the Sac
r amento NAACP was one of the foremost 
enemies of the WSU, but he had to quit the 
battle when he was sent to jail for four 
years on a felony charge that had nothing 
to do with his antiwhite crusade. 

When MarXist and minority groups had 
iI "book-sale" or "literature day" on cam
pus, the WSU asked permission to do the 
same. Permission was denied on the ex
press order of Dr. Louis Johnson, dean of 
student activities. Ads for books and an
nou ncements of WSU meeti ngs were 
turned down by the college newspaper. 
When a WSU member distributed some 
leaflets at nearby Davis High School, town 
and gown authorities made such a fuss 
about it that one would have thought a 
capital crime had been committed and 
that the First Amendment had never been 
added to the Constitution. How often 
WSU members begged the ACLU and 
other Civil Rights groups to help them get a 
fair shake! All to no avail. All these organi
zations have developed a tin ear for white 
rights, unless you are a certain breed of 
white. 

Last September, 53 WSU members 
marched onto the American River College 
campus, flourishing a petition signed by 
more than 300 students demanding that 
their group have the same perks and priv
i leges as the black, Jewish, Chicano, ,'\sian 
and pansy student unions. Accredited stu
dent organizations can stage festivals, en
gage speakers, hold rallies and fundrais
ers. More important, they are allowed to 
establish trust funds into which members 
can pay dues. I'JO accreditation means no 
trust funds and no legal means for dues 
collection. 

Despite all its travails, the White Student 
Union W.O. Box -+ 1872, Sacramento, CA 
958..J. 1) is determined not to throw in the 
towel. At present it is awaiting a response 
from the justice Department in answer to 
complaint against the college administra
tion for its outright discriminatory prac
tices. Meanwhile, Greg Withrow is carry
ing his campaign to radio talk shows and 
has joined up with Tom Metzger's White 
American Resistance movement in South
ern California. 

Get-Out-of-lebanon Petition 
Since the President, the media and 

"public policy" are quite willing to sa~
rifice American lives in Lebanon to wm 
points with the almighty Jewish lobby, a 
palmetto and periwinkle group in Florida 
(they don't have enough grass down there 
for grass-roots organizations) has been 
pushing the idea of a nationwide petition 
to get the Marines "out"_ -- a~d get th.e~ 
out fast -- before more ot their blood IrrI

gates the alien corn of Zionist racism. The 
petition states in unflowery, straight
shooting prose: 

We, the undersigned, as citizens of 
the United States of America, do hereby 
demand that the President of the United 
States, the Congress and the Senate end 
involvement in the Middle East, bring 
our boys home and adopt a policy of 
neutrality for the Middle East. 

Those who would like to sign the peti
tion should send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to America First, P.O. 
Box 5124, Port St. Lucie, FL 33452. A 
petition form with room for your signature 
and for those of your friends and relatives 
will be sent to you by return mail. Who 
knows, the thing might snowball. The 
group collected 196 signatures in one 
Florida county in two weekends. Once 
they are filled in, the petition forms should 
be returned to the America First group for 
collation. 

When enough names have been gath
ered, the petition will be delivered to an 
anti-interventionist Congressman, who 
wi II then present it to the House, Senate 
and the Reagan administration. 

The America First people believe, "The 
Lebanese issue can break the back of Zion
ist power in America." Let us help them 
prove it. 

Backtalk 
Every once in d while an American Offi

cial loses his cool over \;Vhite House grov
eling to Israel. Even the lowliest runction
ary doesn't like to hilve his nose rubbed ,n 
it without ever being able to talk back. 
One such rare outburst occurred last 1,111 
when Robert McFarlane, ilt that time Rea
gan's personal envoy to the Middle East, 
blew up when he heard the Israelis, with
out a word to vVashington, were pulling 
out of Druse territory in order to heat up 
the Lebanese civil war. 

McFarlane, as reported in a ~ecret c<lble 
from the U.S. ambassador to Israel, Sam
uel Lewis, told Israeli Defense Mmister 
Moshe Arens, "By God, the u.s. won't 
take any more of this!" He then turned on 
his heels and stormed out of the room. 

It's reassuring to hear th(lt at least one 
high-ranking government official still has 
some red blood left in his veins. But, as 
might be expected, it all came to nothing. 
Israeli troops withdrew from the Druse ter
ritory, the butchery heated up, tlnd Wash
ington did nothing to back up McF,Hlane's 
threat. 

We doubt if we'll ever he,lr emy more 
anti-Isr<lel talk from McFarlane, who helS 
now been made National Security Advis
or. Recent press leaks h,we established 
him as being most supportive of Re,lgan's 
"let Marines die for Israel" policy. In such 
manner has he bought hiS WelY b,lCk into 
the good graces of his ma:-.ters. 


